TERRORS OF THE BASTILE.

farm, Garden, and Household,
REARINGjCHICKENS.
plan adopted by myself for the best mode of

*
to have a secluded,
voting eliicks* i* fir
dated apartment in the henery for setting
with
fresh wood ashes
nests
made
have tlu*
bottom, then clean oat straw, well formed,
of the ashes. Ashes keep the vermin nut.
'•
d regular: keep clean fresh water eonven;
ill times for liens to go to. As the ehieks
nf. take them from tin hen t<« a basket or
n a warm place.
When the ehieks are all out
the hen to a convenient plaee in your <*hi« k«*n
: when the grass is not high, tie one end nf
iur to her leg, tin othci to a stake or wood pin
n m tlx -round waidx flmh with tIn■ *urfaec.
pro.iuee barrel with tin- •■]" n 'aid to the
put in a laver of wheat ehalf or saw-dust
(live the chicks llCX't
Ve 111!' hell the
link
i lo the tirsf hen till she Inis *M\ t W01lty-foUl\
tin- nest broods do likewise.
barrels make good shelter from the storms,
Have a
i.elect the chirk* from vats, &r.
twenty imlx
'.plan to sot up at night
'i tin*
j-eti end ot the burr 1; lean a briek or
Ill day time set the
to keep it lip.
midlist
against on -ide of the barrel, which makes
Iter from tin sun for the cliioks. The string
tour feel long, which wiii give the hen
Win n the place become* worn move
I to
tre*h spot. Tim barrel should lay
When the
and be kept troni lolling.
! u
e11o11 11 to w van lei the hen he eonin
roost
!he lieiierv. and the ehieks
the barwe. lv>- ion-, r, then close the barrel and
;
v
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atantly sent back to the depot to see if Miss I aunt,” ho muttered, as he saw June passing, had, ut the most, a general acquaintance with the
Eva was not waiting there. Then he resum- looking even more lovely than on the night party, ami refused the invitation as soon as made.
One morning during this Winter, which I am now
ed his place upon the hearth-rug, rested his of their first meeting. “I wish the house
after Mr. McFarland had been out neardescribing
would
take
or
the
horses
run
continued:
fire,
elbow upon the mantel, and
away and ly all night in a drunken orgie, and had risen from
and she nearly break her neck, bed in one of hi> worst tempers, l approached him
I
“I entreat you, Miss, not to feel so badly upset them,
or something happen so that 1 could gain as lie stood by the mirror finishing his toilet, and
over a slight mistake, and ono to which any
began to say something soothing to prevent the outientree ot the house.”
one was liable.
It is more laughable than the
burst of his ill-temper, which I feared was soon
He
wouldn’t
have
to
confessed
even
himotherwise. As soon as the carriage returns
coming; lie turned around and struck me a blow
I
he
had
fallen
in
self
that
love
with
the
at
across my face, which made me reel backward.
girl
1 will see that you arc taken sately to your
Kitty half blushed, then smiled and said,—
first sight. No, nothing of the kind, lie
A CHANGE OF TACTICS.
friends.”
“Won't you come up and sit here now ?”
her
on
account
of
her
close
conwere showered upon mankind, and when the interFrom that time I took an entirely different course
And Kitty’s brother, a boy to dread.
“1 thank you, sir,” she replied, slowly re- only pitied
iu
of
its
like
other
her
nal decay of the mighty empire was hidden
finement, when,
Saw and determined to raise a row
girls
age with him when in one of these furies. I had shed
moving her hands and wiping away the and
a great
exterior and splendid tranquility. Compared with So he crept softly under the tree.
many tears under his cruelty, and had tried
beauty, she ought to have been enjoying to
“but if you do not know who they
• lie later centuries the first was
tears;
reason with him. and had tried entreaties and
singularly frugal of
to
all
to
had
Listening
life
as a bird does sunshine and liberty to I
say.
they
to
find
them?
I
human life. In the. seventeenth century all Europe Did the impish brother, and sly as could be,
are, how shall I be able
after Ibis, whenever he was in one of
pursuasion;
flit among flowers. 15ut try as he would to his
was torn by fierce religious wars, and men died
know only that my uncle’s name is Nathan
Seized the ladder and bore it away.
paroxysms, as he himsclt called them, 1 never
| moved
of
he
could
think
of
some
her,
In mvi'iads to gratify the fanatical malice of kings
or
visiting
plan
spoke, but keeping perfectly sel(-control(friswald and that he lives in University
and. priests. In the eighteenth the obstinate vanity Then they saw him;—and she, with a frown.
determine upon nothing, and was about to led, as far as I could. I sat quiet, always keeping
Place. Ills carriage was to meet me at the |
Said, “What will that awful boy do next:'”
of a Louis, a Frederick, or a George 111., covered
on him, because l
my
in
came
to
his
<*ye
when
accident
always fancied as the
up
despair
land and sea with slaughter. In the dawn of the And she called him the greatest scamp in town.
depot, and I understood the coachman to give
longer l looked steadily at him, he would not do me
relief.
so
and
I
much
was
Vet
don't
believe
she
was
vexed,
but
he
race
muffled,
millions
of
the
human
very
mortal
nineteenth,
violence. And I believe now, as I beperished by
any
say ‘driswald,’
In returning home one evening from a ride, lie veil then, that
the iron will of Napoleon; and the young genera- For her lips half smiled though her eyes half cried, in such a
my life was saved by this silence
hurry, that I had no time to qnes- he saw
As she saw the position of matters now,
a crowd gathered in iront of the door,
tion ot Europe and America have seldom known
and
He has sometimes approached ine
self-control.
t ion."
And
he
sat
her
came
over
and
1
side,
by
I any long repose from the dreadful duties of the
of the door bell and and upon inquiry was told that an old man with his hands extended, the fingers bent like claws
A
his
on
ringing
the
vigorous
of
battle
chi
as
bough.
if lie were about to clutch mv throat and cried,
Leaving
place
opposite
had fallen from a stroke. One glance rej camp, lint in the first century no
he excused himself for a moment and stepped
**Ho\v
I should like to
I lized men occurred equal iu importance to Sadowa;
strangle you," or “Your
! What could they do? They were captives there.
vealed to him who the man was, and he life is
DESTRUCTION OF WOOD.
! no siege, except that of Jerusalem, a> destructive
bound some time to end in tragedy,” or,
| into the hall to meet his sister. Poor dune
Held as if by an iron band;
ordered him to be carried into tin "Your blood will be on
masters.
instantly
a> that of Sebastopol,
its
Under
sister
imperial
own head,” and has,
|
could
their
voices—the
hear
your
observe*
disthat
x
1, -union dournal truly
playfully
Kitty tossed back her golden hair.
hi- sister for Prudence is 1 think, been restrained, because [ simply lookwhether madmen, philosophers, or monsters, the
•'
le-ii.x
men let'.
And reflectively leaned her chin on her hand.
because she had been so long kept house, and dispatched
ipi.i diniiuutn*n ol mir !
scolding
at
art
of
ed
the
and,
him
Itonian
world
almost
warfare,
without
(Iriswald and her niece. They came. Phyforgot
l« iimIv
etth d.
saying a word.
-i
In «-\.
it i1
in Maim
“If,” said she, “we for help should call.
waiting in the horrid depot until she was al- sicians were
i u eiglied down by a general tyranny, gave itself
-< iiw
i:
AN INSANE HUSBAND.
;-eiidage io go | harm, a good
called, but all in vain. Nathan
They’d laugh to see us in such a plight,
most frozen, and then had to ride in a lumto the pursuits of peace.
languidly
on
l
t.ila
So
best
till
the
shadows
fall.
we!d
here
iii.
ill
o.»|-ioi.
a- riii
great many
stay
In these furies he would often seize and break
Griswald never roused from his
A magnificent form of civilization at once grew
ire to >ce .1 tree of primibering old hack, and closed by standing on never moved until he was taken sleep—was
Or till some one or other comes In sight.”
it i>
'!
in cities,
to his last anything which was at hand—lamps, glasses, mirand giving him a sisterly kiss.
older settled portions of the up. Men every where clustered together
w iii iii th.
tiptoe,
and sometimes the heavier furniture of the
rors,
and surrounded themselves with the countless ap- Ami some one did come. It was Kitty's papa,
June could see this through the half-open earthly resting-place.
Many t iinn i' u tin* seaboard have ilo
room,
often he would rise from lied in these unWho past the tree his footsteps traced,
pliances of a luxurious life. The theatre and amThe
blow
was
a
Dark
followed
■•!
maic better Ilian splin e and lir, whose
days
controllable fits of passion, tearing away all the
door, and felt like a guilty usurper as the
the graceful And saw through the leaves a lighted cigar.
1
,.
fuel. < tin .• strip a phitheatre, the aqueduct and bath,
He
had
been
to
her
terrible
one
to
his
sister
little lady continued to pour forth her combed-clothing, tearing in shreds his own night clothand gardens,
And a masculine arm round a feminine waist.
lo replace temples of yellow marble, the groves
e
wood .and il i- in> e i»\ matt*
as husband, children, brother, everything. ing, throwing anything lie could find which wa«
tlie triumphal arches, the forums filled with statues Kitty looked down and blushed at one.
care ot w hat we
plaints.
breakable,
in
crashing about the unlighted room till ik
the
all
All
in
and
-die
was
at
her love was centred
And then looked up and blushed
and lined with colonnades, were repeated
him,
other;
A
\ ri i'i -•! real \ able.
n,
ur: _■ in: e\
“Why, Fred, you arn’t a bit glad to see me.
has seemed to me there eould be no pandemonium
under Said her father, “These are nice goings on I"
She could not endure worst than
»eh maple w ill soon make a those centres of artistic taste that sprungup,
iud ihril'}
out
of
completely
prostrated.
1
to
lie
and
kissed
that in which 1 lived, and all this ho
expected
hugged
the fostering care of successive emperors from tlie
Said she "It was all the fault of my brother.”
*
"
1 * rive.
I a'sarca ot I’ulestinc to the distant wilds of liritaiu
breath, as usual, and I meet you with as the thought of returning to the lonely house. would do without ex planation or even a pretext for
Ml
IIIII**
she
“now j complaint against me, and when 1 knew no more
“It
was
no
said,
was tlie end? I'll tell you that,
home
What
w
longer,”
ithin
its
formal a reception as if yon were my grandTin Roman empire embraced
w
M 1.
Ill* ( lull* I I I'll Ilk ui Gaul.
,1J
I 11 f ;
Some months after, ’mid silks and lace
what excited him than a babe unborn. He would
limits a chain of cities fairer than the proudest capiv « :<r from l'ortfather—or husband !’’ And her laugh rang that Nathan was gone.”
In*., iti'l i'.inl‘
'Jii!
And ribbons and latches, some ladies sat,
of
tals
of
modern
municipalities
Fred Huswell pitied her sufferings, and did sometimes keep up this conduct and this abuse for
throng
Europi—a
This would require m*t f:ii*;
Mm,.I I ..))•!
out as clear as the notes of a silver bell.
Who
were
the
time
and
hour*
without a s> liable or amotion being made on
discussing
place
Christian
>f woodland !•* lurui-h it. destined to become the future centres ot
;
hi ,i i|.:
As to when,—so ran their debate,—
She had all that a son could have done to relieve mv part, and be would then burst into tears, begHut it was suddenly cut short.
.\I tiif mourn 01 me U'iut;iiir- auc -um»u
luoiigm.
W hole wood
: I«»11. • 1 * 11 /. * l III,
I: Ml
||
her
business,
them.
He
to
all
attended
And where, a certain wedding should he;
j ging my pardon, say 1 was the best woman that
followed her brother into the reception\ lexandria.
It- population was nearly :i million, j
I* I: l’« 11«* si\- tliotlnllL’ ■!' Wllole i i M
would not listen to her leaving the house un- ever lived and then go to sleep exhausted. Someof t Ik* world, and it- And that impish brother was heard to state.
1
room, and started back in astonishment at
t s. Karl- .'l'il -m :iio»i' Im1»m*r- It controlled tin* commerce
w ..i» I
"It
had
better
come
in
oil'
the
tree.”
times he said—
Vour d—d silence irritates me
apple
It
\ i-t lK***!s often covered the Mediterranean.
V ! AVI
,11 -land It loll”
the beautiful stranger who sat there with til everything had been arranged to her; more than if
it
you talked.” In the Winter of 18ti3
he
and
Eva
and
then
\\\ know o! iin other w a- tie Paris of the East—gay, splendid, intellectusatisfaction,
i,
;■ 111 upon si.
accompaThe
j and 1st5+ we were at Mr. Sinclair’s, our neighbors,
timid,
streaming hair and watery eyes.
its philosophers
GETTING IN THE WRONG CARRIAGE.
he had (me
'll i* ..! *in*lr. !*lu:il ••■ir** n*»■ to -H ip the al : it- univeisitv tind its library,
nied her and June to a little
.,.-d\ Ik
night while there Mr. McFarland came home
and critics, tilled the age with active speculation.
shrinking manner increased the loveliness hired and seen furnished forcottage
:i
ir >! hin,” f*»i h »m«*
■:
"ii-iimp
her
the
so bruised and bleeding from some street brawl
upon
(a
The day was bitter cold—the track cover- of June, and the impulsive Eva stood for a
Antioch, on the Syrian shore, still retained its j
jjI common
W
wil: gP-w fast, hill W* -boiild t:ik*
been
born.
she
had
banks
of
river
the
where
its
of
j to call occurrence on bis part) that I was obliged
luxurioii- charms. In the midst
apocalyptic ed with snow, and the eastward-bound train moment in mute admiration, and then gasped
*!'.| to -1
i. I >taJ
i- :>|V -ill our
on Mr. Sinclair for aid in getting him to bed.
with
artistic
decorations,
said
the
leave
me?”
-i-ter-,
“You
will
not
old;
Ephesus glittered
i w ibout bring Ill'll- !<» r«‘|'l:K,«* It.
of course, behind time. The waiting male out.:
H was only two or three weeks before the death of
and maintained in all their magnificence the Tem'111
-at roa.-t ill
ill
\vll<*l«* I* ngtll "I
lady, whose entire character appeared to ji my youngest child, or 1 should not have done so.
“Who is she, Fred ?”
Greece boasted the passengers stamped out their impatience upih, ■»1 *t hai dw <*...{ growth ha- o n replaced pi* and the ritual of Diana.
have changed since the death ot her brother. jj I’liis event kept Mr. McFarland in his
and
is
on
tin'
“This
Miss-”
he
taste
of
in<
of
the
cheerless,
Corinth,
higher
wind-swept platform,
began.
^oom for more
v ilii.ih!'*
This grows corrupt legancc
if.
!*
;di<I Hr
; ’I;
“I have not long to stay on earth, and poor than a week. 1 carried his meals to him myself
June.
•mj.arahle \tlicns. Far to the west Carthage had females huddled around the stove or endeav11j! v ..:i• i tuniish*
r- it ;iino:int cl' woo*!, hut
“Tracy.”
suggested
1 am : that his disgrace might not be seen and commented
ri-cu from it- ruins to new importanee. Spain ored to
mini obliged to jiii-k up
w h< n w »
“Miss Tracy, who, by a blunder of the June, what will become of her when
peep around the dirty depot winj nil by the boarders.
iim hi ii-h ?
kr. I- him w u ni through our was adorned with the temples and the aqueducts dows.
gone?”
was brought here in your place.
coachman,
of
the
hankthe
Rhine
o|
and
1 H K SIM 1. A I US AMi MUS. (Al.IIiM
Saragossa
Cordova;
l
I here i- a Mist nmount of
.hi w infer-.
<>i
tno
saw
She
eyes
glanced up quickly,
(Conspicuous among these might have been That is why you were kept waiting at the (hose she
Another genera- and the wilds of Gaul were sown with magnificent j
,i
.Mrs. Richardson also narrates her efforts to supgrow in” 111 Maim
understood
had
mentioned
meet,
She was •horrid depot.’
w ill begin t" ii-.- it. hut tic
grunt white pin* cities; and the eamps of Britain swiftly grew into seen the pretty face of June Tracy.
Aii port herself and her children hy \vriling for papers
satislied.
homes.
In the j
.<!
No. I «jii,ilit\ will >oon ho among the populous capital- and peaceful
“Well. 1 am glad she happened to fall into I their meaning, and was
and magazines, the
young, anxious and unaccustomed to travelpart of her earnings beconof
towns
stood
the summer months she lingered, ing appropriated greater
provineial
.\ -uooml growth pirn-Moo- not midst of the series
< through
lhut woru.
lookinvitation
the
hands
of
a
but
an
received
Kva,
by McFarland. She declined aid
alone;
gentleman,”
replied
having
ing
ot
them
the
mistress
Koine,
all,
slowly
-1* fh
tender hy her affectionate niece, and when ! from the Sinclairs from motives which could not al.|U:ilil> -f lumber that an old pine of a quering
aunt
maiden
at
her
brother.
from
an
old
bachelor
uncle
and
ing up lovingly
:•
more '..in'.
low her to receive charily, and mentions MeFarproduce-. I’oplur ami gathering within her bosom the wealth, the luxShe welcomed her unexpected guest most the leaves began to fade and fall she died.
who lived in luxurious selfishness alone, had,
im Ii
wlii. h tbrnierix w a- regarded as ;ti- ury. the corruption of the world.
procuring a thousand dollars in January,
the
most
wonderful
But of all the imperial cities
During the last few weeks of her life Eva | land's
after much urging upon the part of her cordially—made her feel instantly at home—
vMirthl*1-- i- now -agcrh -ought after for
isiis, by blackmailing an oil land owner ot Pennsy lat
her
abode
I
took
was
<till
Jerusalem.
In
a
iiuswell
the
mysterious antiquity mother (who already had visions of June be- declared that she would keep her until morncottage vania, threatening to expose irregularities in his mu I l»n»wn u-h i- employup
.ia>-luring pm j oiruitur* ami f*»r finishing purposes ami de- none ot them could rival her. The tower of Salem
heir to their vast wealth) consented to ing—that until then nothing should be done and cheered June in the dark trying hours. j| come returns if he did not give him money. In the
Tie- harder womls. beceli, had been contemporary with that of Helna or ing
found
she ! Winter of lsi;<; she first met Mrs. Calhoun, and
Aunt
Prudence
high pri< *
And
at
last
when
make the visit. The letter giving the invita- to ascertain where Mr. Griswold lived, and
amt maple- haw- m»l increased in value in semiramis, of the glory of Thebes and the youth of i
after an unusually harsh and inwas dying, she looked from the grave face oft January :M,
to
her
she
in
her
how
the
took
of
minute
directions
end
and
Memnon.
Jerusalem
had
seen
the
her
tion
contained
*
splendor'.'tii'ii with tin
tt -1 kinds of woo-!.
triumphed,
human treatment from tier husband, wrote her the
j
to the weeping June, anil en- j
own bright room, that she might arrange her Fred 15uswell
ii
i*our farmer-, in their eugenic--to pi. k ; conquerors of Babylon and Egypt sink into decay, j was to reach tin' city, and informed her that
! letter giving the statement of her wrongs, and
apdeavored to speak, but the palsied tongue i> pealing for
i.-w 'iollur.-. he too eager to-trip otf all their' A thousand years had passed since David founded ! a
sympathy and advice, which Mrs
earriagt would be waiting at the New York hair.
the city of Mount /ion, and still, in the first ecu-;
Then
she
took
Save a goo*t w*»*,.l-|ot for th* future.
a
word.
refused
to
articulate
Calhoun
answered
in
the
letters
which
were
read
In the company of the spirituelle Eva.
side of the ferry upon a specified evening,
|
lury, with a singular vitality, the holy site was j
June soon forgot her vexation, and the late j June’s hand and placed it in that other lover, | on the trial.
..it.! "t our.-—a wi'k- awake farmer—onee | covered with magnitieent buildings, and a new unless they were notified to the contrary.
a i.i ! mi ro mus. ( vuror v.
it
his
to
who
and,
stooping,
lips,
pressed
outv m-res of ground rea*ly for wheal. Karl) j Temple had risen on Mount Moriah, to surpass the
June had early and always impressed up- dinner and the evening passed
in thi- Mrs. Richardson says:
breathed into her dull ear his thanks.
ii ih io uani" a «I a > when that grain eoulil he I glory of that of Solomon. When the seven hills of on her tlie
entrance
of
Aunt
had
her
and
almost
|
singular
primness
propriety
forgotten
1 M’.au —I try to write these things coldly and medianw u!i lh< grouml in most excellent condition.
Koine had been a desolate waste, and the Acropo“1 will tenderly cherish and care for her
ITudenee Griswald, who was fifty and un- into the family. Hut nowand then a smile
1 want to do so, so as not to be unjust: but 1
; ieally.
■! ail t he neighbor- m*ee-»ary to seeitr*-the I lis tin* retreat of shepherds—when all Europe was
while 1 live,” he said, wiping his eyes.
Busmust write you.
of
Fred
I feel 1 must let you know something
:
would
curl
the
moustache
and
the
vast
wealth
and
dark
married,
The price hi ottered for the a wilderness, and savage hunters roamed over the
parsimony
m on* * 1:«\.
were betrothed in the solemn : of my inner life, and of the struggles that noon* can see
Thus
and
they
forewell
and
sat
with
as he thought of his funny mistake,
,i
-uriireil for Ihm tin* ai*l of men who-*1 grouml site of its fairest cities, Jerusalem had shone over of I'ncle Nathan,
many
or 1 shall die.
I
don’t
know what to do, or what course
of death, and when the days of |
-«•••■ 1.
11 i- the East a beacon of light, and had observed, and, bodings of discomfort
in equally go*i-1 condition to re, ,-i\
to take. 1 want to be advised. I have written these
watching for the train, how agreeably it had turned out; and the presence were
1
:
the
ami -libJune—when
ml \\ :i- drain*
flit next. «1 a> perhaps, guided the progress of Italy and Greece. and was
for
l
wil
words
passed
incoherently, I know, since writing is not
half-tempted to let it go on without tell-tale blush deepened upon June’s check mourning
i ■:
in _■ \\
tIn* ’'n
day.-’ e\apora- nii bad I.. often conquered, but never subdued. ;
and the (lowers my natural method of expression, to get some of this
it
at last dashed up to the plat- as she caught the expression of his eyes, and j air was freshest and sweetest,
when
her,
off
of
lln- p;v\,ntrd hiMen than once leveled to the ground, she had!
-u
ilin <lo\\n in ton.-lit'-,
me, and 1 have tried to write justly. I
weight
But the cry of “all aboard" decided revealed that she had not forgotten his over- the brightest—in that month for which she know 1 must in some way protect myself from Mr.
.**1- mmi
.**-*l!Ug for t* u'lays. Th* rain fell ri-« d from her ashes. Eor a thousand years the form.
wife
she
his
McFarland’s
mode
became
ol revonging any careless words upon
was named June,
They
•ii. W' lit through .litotIn* ilrain-. !■ aving priest- had chanted the Psalm- of David from the matter, and she followed the rushing warm manner of
greeting.
1 have half made up my mind to-day to tell the
me.
u
*i■
•; th. -j
,ng
Tin- seed Mount Moriah, unless in captivity or exile, and |
uio-ph.-ri
To one acquainted with the city and its di- live in the old Griswold mansion, remodeled Sinclairs 1 tool the encroachments
found herself hustled into a seat, with
ot his habits.
I dread
throng,
I
in slill the Jerusalem of Herod and Nero was, in her
volition upon her part, and was rectories, the tinding of the uncle’s home was and refitted to suil the times and their taste, lie future so much, and 1 have my babies to think ot be11• >r- a' iiar\ e-l. w a- hotter in
I'.-p
hi- m
magnitieent ritual and her sacred pomp, the rival scarcely any
not regret side. Yesterday he drew two weeks of my salary >\t the
does
wife
and
the
young
happy
her
unknown
not a ditiicult task, and after breakfast both,
whirled rapidly away toward
ami .e.iu-,- of'it.- uarlim ss, and the peer of Athens and Kome.
In
.ml *pi.i!il
theatre and pud the week's board bill, and i fear will
Kva and her brother escorted her thither, that she made the embarassing mistake that -pend a good d« at of the money, which we need so much,
Heft*
in market.
In tic-mind- ot her contemporaries the Jewish and dreaded relations.
n for him
pr
so
husband.
her
a
in li-iuor. Don’t come to me after reading this
l tear
i•
almost i-iMiriable, no matter <■ (pital seem.'* to have excited an intense dislike.
i'll n —u!tgood
long ami weary ride bought her to the promised to call soon, and they separated, j gained
I .-tnil repent writing it.
Yours always.
It i- The Jews were noted for their bigotry and their
h.U n !>-r of 111*1 joh to he done.
a,it tinand as she was preparing to leave the mutually pleased.
depot,
(Signed)
AititY,
lv tin* dith-i' ia-' hutW'-.-u *l.*ing ami «lela\- national pride. Even in their captivity they dc-pisMom: n: v* rs oi in'sam v.
Uncle Nathan received her kindly, but in a
a motherly old lady advised her to
MRS. RICHARDSON S DEFENCE.
■. _! 11 time,
t li
i their conquerors; they turned with contempt cars,
tin tin e\. niug <d February 'JO, 1SU7, says Mrs.
-nil-—not -idy in a specific from the polished Greek* aad Romans, and refused inutile up her ears or she “would certainly very different manner from Fred Buswcll.
■i _•
tun dollar- hi
.M i\ in.
New
Voitu,
liiehnnlsou. before going to the theatre. 1 secreted
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casions have Hung dead men into the wells was luxuriating upon the kisses he had tioned between them, and at length they fessed was prussic acid and threatened to take it: contained
m Richardson’s card, that was published
and to force me to take it also. He would snatch
er was in Milwaukee, got into trouble am I which the insurgents were obliged to use. stolen, and was
passed each other as almost strangers. Not my scissors from my workbasket and, lying open his in the Tribune shortly after the first shooting.
longing for more!
did
could get nobody t" defend him because In The General is accompanied by several lcadso until
that
and
her
brother
Eva
the
color
flamed
tho
delicate
RICHARDSON'S PROKKRTY.
between,
they
Up
breast, lie would brandish them about,swearing that
The lawyer in questioi ing officers of the Cuban army, and will, af- white
had no money.
and the tears fell even faster found it impossible to keep up the acquain- lie
would let out ins heart’s blood” before me.
The Tribune also contains the atlidavit of
lingers
learned of the case, fell interested in it, de ter a visit to Washington, return to Cuba; than before. He saw that he was making tance. They reasoned correctly that such a He told me, then a shrinking girl, that lie keptI Chits. Richardson, executor, that the Richardson
tended the man and got him clear. IIis bil 1 and lie hopes to take with him war materialI matters worse, anti with a mental and not state of affairs was not according to the wish- loaded pistols with which he would at any momentl property does not amount in value more than $23,He left, one evening, declaring that he 000 or $25,000 and that Mrs. Richardson has stead iwould have been $10, and the client was s, sufficient to arm the thousands of men who» over-refined expletive, he stopped short, es of June, to whom they had taken a great shoot me.
should shoot a gentleman because he had been in- ly refused to receive the benefit from anv part of it
as a
he
sent
t
that
presen are eagerly waiting to fight for the liberty olf walked to the other side of the room, rang fancy, especially Fred.
every year
grateful
vited to join himself, his wife and another lady in except so much as is necessary to educate Rieliardtheir country.
the amount of the defence.
“The devil lake that old ogress of an a party to some public picture gallery, although Il soil's children.
the bell, and directed the carriage to be in11
THE FIRST CHRISTIAN
CENTURY.
From Uarpci’s Monthly.
In the first century of the Christian era the civilized world rested in unexampled peace. It was
tlie most tranquil period Europe has ever known.
No general war disturbed the prosperity of Gaul,
Italy, or the East; no wide-spread revolution carried carnage and desolation to the populous provinIt was a golden, autumnal
ces of imperial Itome.
season of classic civilization, when the ripened
fruit of long years of material and mental progress
JERUSALEM
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LOVE

IN

UPJk

TREE.

There was a seat in the apple tree,
A most delightful and cosy nook;
And one afternoon about half past three,
Kitty sat there reading a hook.
Her fair head bare, with no hat to mar,
And her drc9.s just showed one dainty boot;—
And he saw her as he smoked his cigar,
And he came and stood at the ladder's foot.
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It you have hoard much about the Bastile,
you will be glad that nowhere on the broad
earth can the building be found to-day.
Eighty-one years ago, it was destroyed by the
people of Paris and its horrors laid open to
the sunlight. It had then been standing
nearly four hundred years, though it had been
enlarged by frequent additions in the mean
time. The Bastile was a citadel or fortress
erected to defend the principal gate of Paris
and the palaco of Charles the Fifth. It alterward became a prison where criminals of
rank were confined, as well as innocent persons who were
merely suspected of being
enemies to the State
Strange to say, the
very architect who planned the building, anil
who exerted all his powers to make it the
strongest fortress of his century, was the first
State prisoner received into its horrid vaults.
For years he lay in a damp dungeon, where
the sunlight never entered; but he escaped at
last during a public insurrection, when the
Bastile was forced open by the people.
There were eight towers to the building
They were 129 feet high, and had very heavy
double iron doors. The walls were twelve
feet thick at the top, and nearly forty feet
thick at the base. AH the towers contained
cells, and the windows of these were merely
slits near the top, opening through the solid
masonry, and guarded by three heavy iron
gratings. There were five different kinds of
cells, but the dungeons in the vaults under
the towers were the most dreadful of all
They were dark, and swarmed with toads,
spiders, an'*, great hungry rats.
The floor, a mass of slime and mud. sent
up the most distressing odors ; a rough iron
bed, fastened to the wall and covered with a
few planks, was the only furniture, and the
entrance was by two iron doors, each with
three heavy locks and three outside bolts.
The other cells were not much better; some
were eight-sided or octagon in shape; some
were small, and so arched that the prisoner
could stand only in the middle ; some ha.1
floors that were rounded in all directions tward the centre; and all were wretched and
gloomy, suffocating in summer and cold in

winter.

The Governor of the Bastile lent lull eon
trol over its management. I’nder him were
a major, an assistant major, a lieutenant, and
two hundred soldiers, whose muskets were
always kept loaded. The jailors and turnkeys, the roughest and most barbarous set ot
men that could be found, were tools in the
hands of their superiors. They cleaned tin
rooms, hr night the prisoners their food, at
tended tlu-iu in sickness, were spies of tin
Governor, and carried out his wishes. Each
wore
huge bunch of keys in bis girdle
Each cell had five keys.

1

A prisoner would generally arrive ai me
Bastile in :i couch. surrounded by dragoons
Then they would lead him into a room to lx
searched, and take lrom hint every loose ai
lieie he can leu,—-l ings, papers, knives,
whatever they might be—before conducting
him to his ceil. Three or lour heavy doors
are opened
he is pushed in, the doors shut
behind him. and the prisoner is buried in hidungeon, perhaps forever. It he should he
tortured or put to death there, no human being
outside the prison would ever know his fate
At first tile prisoners were suffered to have
neither books nor writing materials, but
afterward these were allowed them. There
were two meals a day of the most wretched
kind, yet even for these the prisoners were
charged high prices. Woe to the poor
wretch who made, any complaint! He would
have to suffer heavy'punishment for the ot
fence, and perhaps even he cut off from hi'
few minutes’ daily walk in the courts and
passages of the Bastile. These walks were
always closely watched, and the guard had
orders to tire at once on any who were seen
making the faintest effort to escape
One day a mysterious prisoner appeared
whose name was kept a profound secret.
To this day it never has been known who he
was >r why lie was put there. No man except
the Governor, so far as is known, ever saw
He always wore
his face or heard his voice.
a mask of black velvet, fastened at tire back
of the head with steel springs. No one waited upon him but the Governor, who attended
when he ate and when lie dressed. When
his linen was changed it was destroyed by
the Governor as soon as it was taken off. He
never removed his mask for an instant, and
when lie went to hear Mass, which was held
in the prison, the armed men who were pre'
out were instructed to kill him instantly in
case of his speaking or showing hi' far,
Foi years he remained in the Bastile, and
always wore the mask. He died in the prison
and was buried tit St. Paul's. lie was o\ i
dently a person of high rank, probably
relative ot the royal family, but the mystery
lie was always at
has nevet been solved
tended by the Govcrmn and major alone
was treated with great consideration; died
very suddenly, and after his death all his fur
niture, papers, etc., were burned, and his
money and jewels melted down.
When the Bastile was destroyed by the in
furiated mob in the French Revolution, it
that something would be dis
w is hoped
covered in regard to this man in the Iron
Not even
But no
Mask, as he was called
the carefully-kept records of tlx- prison, which
were discovered, threw any light upon tin
mystery, lie was merely mentioned as nu
unknown prisoner; but the fact is set down
that lie was obliged always to wear a mask
of black velvet.
When tin- Bastile was thrown open aim
ransacked on that terrible .Him day, onk
seven prisoners were found in its cells and
dungeons. One, the Count do Solage, had
been there a close captive ever since he w:ia little boy of eleven.
Another, named Tat
ertiier, had passed thirty years in the Bastile
and when he found the doors of the prison
open, and his fellow-creatures crowding in
eager to welcome him, he was like one wak
ing from a thiity-years’ sleep His mind was
dulled; the sunshine frightened and hewil
dored him ; he scarcely knew what freedom

meant.
of om poor old
named Debar. who had been arrested
when 7tiyears old, and had died in one ot itvaults at the age of f*u.
Dreadful deeds were done during tin
French Revolution, but one bright spot in itNo
record is the destruction of the Bastile
more shall broken-hearted prisoners languish
in its gloomy towers. The place where it
stood so long is now one of the gayest amt
brightest in ttiecily of Paris, and the famous
July column marks the sjiot where the rim
old walls fell
[Hearth and Iloun-

They found records thei.

man

LIABILITY OF

TOWNS FOR

DAMAGES

In a recent cast1 before the Supreme Jtidi
eial Court at I'ortlaml, Judge Walton laid
down the law on the liability of towns for
accident arising from defective highways sfollows :
“The law says towns are to make their
highways safe and convenient, but it does
not mean that they shall be absolutely sale
so that no accident can possibly happen upon
them. It does not require them to go to an
unreasonable expense in constructing and
building them—the term safe, in law, means
no more than reasonably sate.
Whether the road is or is not reasonably
safe, is a question tor the jury. It depends
on so many circumstances that it is as impossible to lay down as a rule of law what shall
constitute a sufficient state to make a road
safe. The jury should take into account ticcharacter of the road, the purposes for which
it is used, the kind of travel, the face of the
earth over which it is made, whether it is a
great thoroughfare in a city, over which people are passing in carriages and on foot, so
as
to
occupy almost the entire street, or
whether it is in a remote neighborhood in
some interior town.
Kverything that enters
into the judgment and estimation of prudent
men, or citizens of a town should lie taken
into account by the jury in determining
whether a road is or is not reasonably safe.
It is not the design of the law to convert
towns into insurance companies, and to
make these responsible for any accident that
may happen upon a highway.’’

WASHINGTON MATTERS.
EQUALITY.
Mr Sunnier has introduced an important bill in
Hie Senate which, should it become a law. will place
MORE NEGRO

Hie black man upon a full equality before the law
with tlie white man. It provides that they shall
iiol he excluded from any hotel, from the rooms or |
tables thereof, nor from railroad ears, steamboats,
theatres, schools, churches nr juries, and that they
Miall have in all respects the same rights and privileges as are now accorded by law to the white man.
Tllis will place negroes at the dining-table with
while people, enable them to occupy the same seats
ai the theatre, opera, lecture or church, and give
lli, in the same privilege in incorporated cemeteries.
Till- latter provision in regard to cemeteries
meets the approval of Garret Davis, who says he is
willing to allow the whole race to occupy them
Mr. Sumner says the passage of
w ithout delay.
the bill will place the capstone on the great superstructure of human liberty.
THE INCOME TAX.

The Ways and Means Committee had a protract,-,1 session on the Internal Revenue bill, the debate
being prineipallv upon the income clause. It is uuI erstood a majority of the Committee arc in favor
,T continuing the live per cent, tax one year, and of
xtending the exemption to fifteen hundred or two
ihousamf dollars. The Committee will probably
, ,.|„.;il the taxes on a sufficient number of articles
to reduce taxation to about $40,000,0(10.
I'ROPOSRtl

amendment to tax u. s.

bonds.

When the new Internal Tax hill is reported to
the House, a Western member proposes to offer an
amendment to levy a tax of i! per cent, on the inti rest bv the disbursing officer of the Government
before payment thereof to the holder, in the same
manner as is now provided by the Internal Revenue
low Ibr the payment of taxation of the income from
railroad and other corporation bonds,
noi-nsED

srnsrn-fTES

for the

income tax.

\ proposition is before the Ways and Means
oinmitlee to abolish the income tax and levy in
;. |tax of a per cent, on invested capital.
STORM

SQUALLS.
been made of sir,,000
I'.-i- the expenses of observations and reports of
!,,
and
li.ims
signals for the benefit of
telegraph
,aiiiiier.-, on the northern lakes and sea-board, the
iieasiin is about to inaugurate the experiment.
Aii

appropriation having
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DEMOCRATIC STATE CONVENTION.
The Democrats of the several

Cities, Towns, aud Plan-

The followin'! appointments have been tations ot the State of Maine, are requested
Convention, to be holden at
recently iiiad,- by (lie Governor ami Coun\X,-,H

K

Col' N

I,
in.

NOX Col

X I

On

1 \

fountain Kodick, Kdeu.
U in. (I. McDonald, fllsworlh,
Rufus Clements,
Union P. Darker,
U

to meet iu

('■TIT HALL, PORTLANU,

,-il11

I.

K/ru

>

ELECTION.

The late election in the State of New York,
that ot Connecticut,

following closely upon
has a significance that

even

friends cannot overlook.
in New York

our

republican

The Democratic

last fall 30.000—
it is 100,000. From Manhattan to Erie
the state has been swept by a political tornado
that has left scarce a vestige of opposition in

majority

was

now

its

path.

These

things

can

have but

one

interpretarepublican

tion, and that is briefly, that the
party has presumed too much upon the for-

To nominate a Candidate lor Governor;
The
To elect a State Committee for the political year com- bearance or indifference of the people.
mencing Jan. 1st, 1871; and to transact any other busi- terrible taxation, the reckless
expenditure of
be deemed

that may
expedient.
Every City, Town, and organized Plantation will be money, the enormous expenses of governone Delegate, and an additional delegate for
75 votes cast for the Democratic candidate for ment, have pressed so heavily as to be no
l*. Q. every
Governor at the State election ot 18G9, aud a traction ot
38 votes will be entitled to an additional Delegate.
longer endured. A revolution has set in.
•i-

Brett. iHiltown,
•-ilu- «
Hutch. Bangor,
Kiv.lerirk K Kivuch, Bangor,
« hurl.
Ifuvwar.l, Bangor,
llonry \ Sellers, Bangor,
<

ESDAY, June 2$th, 1870, n/11 o'clock A. M.,

YORK

entitled to

I'KNoHSCOT Col’Nl v.

linker, Orringtun,

TI

THE NEW

ness

V.

II. Titeomb, Rockland.

Joseph I

P.(j.

LETTER FROM BOSTON.
RAILROAD CONSOLIDATION,
Correspondence of tbc Journal.
The Maine Central and Kennebec and Portland Railroads have effected a practical con- Frail Humanity—High Life—Saleof the property of Marquis De Lousada—Complimentary
solidation, and thereby effected the object
Dinner at the Revere House—Weather—Fashfor which they vainly asked legislative auions-Various Items.
thority last winter. The Central Road leases
Boston, May 14, 1870.
the Kennebec and Portland for a term of 999
The puritan City has had another purificayears, and the Central stockholders, as a con- tion—not
by fire or water, but in the arrest
sideration, transfer to the stockholders of the of one hundred and
sixty frail women who
other road one half of their capital stock. in the face of
the law and all decency would
The stock of the Kennebec and Portland
persist in nightly prowling the streets. Some
Railroad is extinguished, and the corporation of the offenders
have been released on prompractically goes out of existence. The Cen- ises of good behavior, some on bail, whilst
tral Road is to issue bonds and take up those others are to be
punished to the full extent of
of the other road as they mature. It is vir- an
outraged law. A crowd consisting of
tually a sale of one road to the other. The hundreds ot men collected at the prison and
track is all to be reduced to the narrow court-room to witness the novel
sight, and
gauge, and a new track to be built trom before their curious gaze the unfortunate
Danville to Falmouth, thus cutting loose
girls were obliged to pass. Father Cook,
from dependence on the Grand Trunk. All
City Missionary, visited them at the stations,
the contracts made by either corporation are and talked to them ot the beauties of
repentto Vie fulfilled by the consolidation, including ance and the
of
but the

will be entitled to a seat in the Convention
No
whose residence is not established in the City, Town, or
he claims to represent.
which
Plantation,
The State Committee will be in session at the Preble
on
the evening previous to the day ot
House, Portland,
the Convention, and at the Reception Room at City
Hall, from 9 to 11 o’clock on the dav of the Convention,
to receive the credentials of delegates, aud to hear and
determine all cases that may come before them, subject
to the ratification ot the Convention.
Cognizant of the fact that there are thousands of citizens of Maine, not now identified with the Democratic
organization, who, whilst they openly reprobate the extravagance and corruption ol the dominant party, yet
heartily approve the reforms demanded, and the
nent measures advocatedespecially that of FREE
TRADE—by the Democratic party,the Committee cordi
ally invite all such to take part in our primary meetings,
and to participate in the deliberations anu actions of our
State Convention.
•JAMES li. BUTLER, Penobscot, Chairman

delegate

And revolutions never go backward. Maine
will feel its influence the coming fall.
After the trial and

acquittal

of McFarland,

blessings

religion;

didn’t seem to understand much about
And how could they, with their moral
senses so steeped in sin ?—

girls
it.

“Oh, virtuous woman! think
For von may lilt your faces

not scorn,

everywhere."
Think of the sins of these poor creatures,

LETTER FROM BUCKSPORT.

GENERALITIES.

Correspondence of the Journal.
A

Chapter

on

LOCAL ITEMS, Ac.

There was a snow fall in Oxford county on Tuesday of last week.

Shipbuilding, 4c.

Bucksport, May 17, I870.
Five kegs of liquor were recently found near
I notice on the stocks, at the shipyard of William
Lewiston, concealed in a stump fence, the Journal
Beazelcy & Co., a vessel of about 250 tons, to be
says.
rigged into a three masted schooner, owned by
An Indianapolis city editor collects news on
Ambrose White and others, to be commanded by
horseback and the other editors who go on foot call
Capt. Ephraim Hopkius. This company have him a bloated bondholder.
launched, since 1867, the following vessels, all from
The industrious City Marshal of Bangor recently
the same model. Schr. Webster Barnard, 201 tons;
captured a quart of ale. Elder Weaver don’t live
Fred Spofford, 207 tons; Alice B. Gardner, 211
in Bangor now.
tons; S. P. Ilall, 221 tons.
A Tennessee lady sought to reclaim a faithlesWin. II. Ginn, & Co., have on the stocks, at their
lover by shooting him, but brought down a neigh-,
yard, a vessel of about 275 tons, designed for a bor's cow.
three masted 3eliooner. She is building on the
The fund for the children of Capt. Williams, in
firm’s account, and will be launched this fall.
Mr. T. I., Buck is about to put up a schooner of Boston, has reached §4000.
A Fond du Lac child recently fell down, and
175 tons, to be commanded by Capt. Roberts, who
when picked up was found to lack a tongue, having
recently lost his vessel, the R. A. Colson on Rye bit it off.
It then bled to death.
Beach. Mr. Buck’s yard was formerly located at
A
fruit
great
crop this year is predicted.
the lower end of our village, but was removed for
fear of fire, across the river upon Orpliau Island,
A passenger on a Kentucky railroad woke
up
( Verona.) directly opposite the site of the old yard. the natives along the line by firing bis revolver into each house he passed.
S. B. Swazey & Co’s, yard will lie idle this
season.
A new minister at New Bedford took a stroll
Ship building, which has heretofore been the before breakfast on tin! first Sunday he was there,
and after walking a dozen blocks was accosted bv a
chief business of this place, is now played out.
shabby-looking citizen, who bad been watching
The above docs not resemble such a report as him, with, "You needn't look
any lurther, there
ought to be given of what was once considered our ain't ad—d saloon open.”

News of the County and City.
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As the coy

spring to genial summer warms,
The bard is tempted to the steamer's wharf,

To sinll' the

sea air and behold the swarms
That take their journeys or see others oil.

There friends
As well

as

are greeted and sad farewells taken.
sundry bales and boxes shipped ;

back with constancy unshakeu.
whose hopes aud envious fate has clipped
Tis well, I say, to scan these joys aud blisses,
From boys that bait their lines for wary cunticr

Lovers
And

come

some

gushing girls wdio swap explosive kisses,
And liy their ribbons at the Boston runners

i’o

Spring <‘lc»ning has subsided—thank Heaven.
The most

patient man,
replanted
still tenderly persuades
his garden.

eity.

lie lias

next to dob, 1 ivin iliihis pease six times, and
his

neighbor's

bens from

The May moon is beautiful these enchantin'
What glorious times for cultivating tie

nights.
young

a

flections.

All the birds have eome now. The metallic .link
of the fly-catchers was heard on Sunday.
The stone watering trough near the Post orliee
great luxury to thirsty animals, ami the mourn
that it costs is well invested.
a

great staple industry.
Large amounts have been forwarded from the
The Marine Railway of Fred J. Parker has been north for the relief or the Richmond
sufferers.
that are so much heavier to be borne than doing a very successful business this spring. There
On the arrival of the steamer Kataluliii at Bansorrow.
Think of their homes, their lives, are two tracks, one for small and the other for large
gor on Wednesdaylafternoon, two barrels, each conthe influences that have surrounded and the vessels. The large one is capable of taking up a taining 40 gallons of whiskey, and one barrel conship of fifteen hundred tons burthen. T have often taining 40 gallons of gin. were seized by the police.
temptations that have assailed them—and noticed on the
All the barrels w ere marked ".1. I>. Prescott, Town
ways four vessels at a time; te achave pity. Who shall know or who shall
Agent, Exeter, Me..” but as they came from Boscomplish tin's, tlie two lower or outer ones had to ton, instead of the State Agency at Pqrtlaml. they |
judge of their attempts at reformation, of the be drawn up stern first, on account of their head were confiscated.
tears wept, and the strivings to do right. gear.
The census-takers get two cents for even name
l>o you not know that it is hard for a woman,
Colby, Emer) .v Co.,(The Bucksport Steam Mill) taken, ten cents for every farm, fifteen cents for
every
productive establishment of industry, two
having left the path ot virtue, to regain it carry on ipiite an extensive business in vessel cents for
every deceased person, and two per cent,
such as ship's carving—boat building— of the
fixtures,
whole amount for names enumerated for
again? Think of the barred gates of society, water casks and tanks,
and
knee
social
plugs
satisties, and ten cents tier mile for travel.
wedges,
ot the sneers, and words and averted glances
and deck plank, plaiting &r. They furnish most
The Senate is opposed togiving a pension to Mrs.
—and over these erring ones east the veil of of the
ship yards of Eastern Maine in the above
Lincoln.
your womanly charity. Let me relate to line of materials. The business of this firm is on
Ben
the last of Porrv’s heroes of Lake
you the story of an unfortunate girl, as she the increase owing to the manufacturing of boats for Erie, Fleming,
ninety-two years of age. is begging in the
herself told it to me. Two years ago she the southern market in addition to their regular streets of Erie. Pa., almost readv to die a pauper in
custom.
the land be defended.
came to Boston to get work.
She went into
Mr. Edward I>. (Jinn, formerly of the firm of
Private letters from Americans in t uba represent
a collar
eleven
where
factory,
by working
William Switser & Co., having recently bought out tile cause of the rebellion as
hopeless. Indeed,
hours a day she was aide to earn seventy- Mr. Switser’s interest in the
pump and block mak- commercial men have never believed it had a
five cents. To eke out this miserable pittance ing business, is still established at the old stand.
chance of success, unless bv foreign aid, which it
she made arrangements to work four addi- The reputation of Hi old firm for tasteful and sub- lias not received.
tional hours in a saloon for her meals. But stantial work in licit line is fully kept up.
Spurgeon defines a gentleman as “one who call
11.YXOllCK.
serve iiis (toil, and at the same time
Nature refused to submit to the unjust taxapaddle bis own
canoe.”

Last week (Jov. rhamheriain telegraphed
Sheriff f'alderwood to employ an extra guard ab
the jail to prevent the escape of tie* bank robb.
Two armed men keep guard nightly.
On

i.
m.

Sunday,

Mr. Dean, on the (‘astern side of thfox that bad been depredating on th
poultry yardso; tin1 neighborhood. It w,e feinab
with indications of a family to .sustain

rive!*,

shot

a

The wife of flight, one of tin* Limerock Hank
burglars, came from New York and vidled linn
the jail last week.
A girl stole a pair of boots at < ’olburifs store la-i
we<*k.
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une back and ap
plied to h ive thorn exchanged. v\ hm >li<* w is d
teeted.
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was unmercifully pounded o\
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cudgel.
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his late wife made public a statement of
Thorndike on the land of Ui>in-m>• I >. i;i,di.
\.
their married life, which the reader will find tion. and she was taken sick. After her re11 ias Millikon, Bnrnliam,
Ded. Jus.
Hon. Lot M. M( rrill has uihlvpsspil a letter
Tin? Cardiff' giant is m Portland
the Point, in Belfast, near tin- end of the Baiiroa1
huniel Billings, Wintorport,
Trial Justice.
If one half covery she tried house-work and then sewing, to
on the outside of this paper.
belief
Blaine,
Speaker
Vinal HilN. Xorthport,
any
J. P. (j.
tlisolaiming
Tim Rortlnnd Advertiser styles tin' present as- Bridge, and ;it the terminus of the 1»n« 1 on ’i
that she asserts is true, it is apparent that the but failed in both, and at last, worn out and that the latter did not art in
Amlivw .1. Hoimoll. Searsmont,
good faith in pect of party affairs in Maine "tin- political wilder- dork. Work Will lu begun ;il mi
WASHINGTON COIN TV.
with
no
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father,
the Senatorial struggle of last year, and the ness." It might have called it
promi- wrong man was shot. He who could be so discouraged,
howling wilderI tine- A. Milliken, rhorrytiohl,
The young m u
who recently lo-t. u liuiut.*oun
Not. Pub.
lost to all human sentiment as to treat a wo- friends to go to, she listened to temptation letter is
fill W. Smith, i alais.
j. P.iy
published in the Kennebec .Journal. ness.
cigar ease in ha\e it by appli* aiioii ,t ihi- otli* <•.
man in that manner, to outrage all the finer and fell. On the girl’s former purity and verThe Portland Advertiser continues to discourse and
The Portland Advertiser declines to share the
informing in wh it he was .1 »ii»• on our -lair
EAST MAINE CONFERENCE.
feelings of her nature, deserves never to acity 1 would stake my life. Nor do I deem credulity of its chief, and makes figures to on the I’.laine-Hamlin gain hit, with a rial ions II.. vie ill the still watches of tin- night.
The Conlert-nee closed its session at Rockland on Monknow the companionship ot a woman. So it an uncommon ease of the temptations and sustain its belief that there was
is no longer authority.
HENRY FARRINGTON, Lincoln, Secretary
treachery
day last. The following appointments have been made
ALONZO GARCELON, Androscoggin.
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fore.
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and West Hampden, Ammi Prince.
Wint*rport, A
AUGUSTUS BAILEY, Kennebec.
church. North Searsport and Monroe, J. H. Bennett.
and efficient hitler for regulating the system in the will at once make themselses >, aree.
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E. K. O’BRIEN, Knox.
iRxmont, Plymouth and Jackson, K. Day. Newport and
by which he was defeated, the spring—
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and
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worth
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If any apology is needed for the publication of
A STRANGE RALLYING CRY.
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for fear of more murders he should be sent ance of the police to clear the way. Perhaps Democracy will ivy to be resigned lo it.
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towns having chosen committees at regular cau- streets, make their eyes smart for it.
prove the record of the party in Maine on all for his clear
Vassaiboro, c. s. Haskell. China, D. P. Thompson.
perception of the existing lamen- the observed of all observers Here are the
The Dominion authorities are pushing ahead the
Clinton and Benton. C. G. Winslow, Unity and Troy, questions of public policy,
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table state ot our leading local interest, and two extremes of
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states Navy, member of Camden 2d Conference.
Lothrop,
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perhaps.
Searsport—W. D. Smart, N. Hoiitstoae, Joseph Park, for a hundred years that deaths only occurred dur- which has hauled »>ll tor repairs
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when the parish register was found to reveal a- strengthening timbers known
Kockport, c. Stone. Kockport Centre, If. H. Clark. those come who
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danger of being crowd- go'a great way towards
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Bryant. Penobscot ami Brooksville. O. K. Wilson.
effecting political property is said to have been the finest and under, Charles Wotherbee, Phineas Pillsbury.
Merk—Tyler Wa- ill ;
married him.
With its yearly expenses treble those of
Suitv and Ellsworth, J. A. Plummer.
Franklin and ed
Brooks- Alonzo Itoberts, Ebenezer Page, Waldron
Stewanl—Henry liver:
changes here. The majority in Congress most stylish in Boston. Here are some of the Prime, Gideon Iiraley, B. It. Crain.
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I
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English
B. M Mitchell. Harrington, B. F. Stinson. Columbia
administration, aside from will be
Kugineei—-da*. 11 it Inn n :
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ed in a triumph fertile American yacht Sappho.
very justly held to accountability.
( hief Pilot—K. stanle\
f alls, W. S. McKeller. Machias and Machiasport, S. B. the interest on
prices tor which they were sold : An imported Berry, A. T. Edmunds, It. S. Doe.
the debt,—with defalcation
1st Mate—< His Ingraham
Beal. East Machias and Whitneyville, E. Davis. CutFrankfort—Upton Treat, John T. Itowe, Stephen AusA < 'onnecticut paper tells of “three West India
Knglish racing drag, with equipments that phtnd,
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ler, J. II. Beal. Eastport, A. S. Townsend. Calais and and plunder exposures following each other
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The lager cost $;it>H0 sold for
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Elliot,
Johnson, E. A. 1- idler,
$025; an elegant coupe, Charles
W*-ley, C. Blackmer. Mt. Desert, Eden and Trenton, as regularly as the sun rises—with one of its beer makers are in
Glidden, P. Marden.
Merchants and others who advertised specie pavin force, pro- lined with crimson satin, valued at
William Kee*E
Tremont and Cranberry Isle, to be
Washington
for
Islesboro—Calvin W. Sherman. F. B. Keller, James
§1500,
ben, laid l>
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meats about a month ago, arc not in the specie / A si,In track from the li nlio.ni I,
supplied. Deer Island and (ireen Island, S. L. Hanson. high
Clark. Charles Nash.
testing against the law allowing only one $1000. A set of harness for four-in-hand, B. Williams, Mansfield
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an accused thief and
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TERRIBLE RAILROAD ACCIDENT.
bung-hole to beer casks. They say that good with solid silver mounting, imported at a Boody, S. C. Snow, C. V. Kimball.
save trucking,
which it is not dared to hold in public—with
j Bangor Whig.
Knox—.lames Higgins, Charles Elliot, John F.
Si. l,oi i', May i~. At C o'clock this mornDoty
beer can’t be made in them. The commisAnew
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being erode in Sedgwick.
cost, of $2500 went for $200; whilst a favorite Alex. Stevens, Freeman Wentworth.
The sane' thing will have to i..-done with tin
i11yr. the night express train on the Missouri the magnificent public domain melting awav sioner says
Liberty—H. T. Gove, Ezra Cox, B. P. Uphatn Edward It is to be two stories high with a French roof in
Congress has legislated for only chestnut mare brought only $255. The col- Glidden,
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Alva.i Sherman.
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prate about about it? Shan’t we have a Presidential
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of
a
mornand
of
lilt*
trustees
liftin’
and
tors
hail
tinFemale
[I
dyspepsia
Ills'll Sclimil,
people
before the Congressional Finance Committee, nently suggestive
following talk anil action mi tIn<|nc
physicians in the neighborhood ed.
I 111' 'trailin' K :lt lllii I ill rum 11. >\V II till- I'Uel 1II' f
(jiiiney, III., kuvi- permission to a vouug eolnred
were on the ground
promptly and have been
Ami the temperance charts el the
with a proposition to take the bonds of the ing headache. Fifteen dollars a plate was subject of potatoes.
to enter the institution us a si-holnr, wlicrelad)
republi(ll 11*IS11 -II nil I ll*'>i|.lV Iirili:' In I l.i-l ll i|'
proceeded
laboring incessantly. Augustus A. Flcming- can
the
asked
for
all
these
modest price
luxuries,
The House took tip tin1 business on the upou thirty-seven young laities left. A meeting of for till1
party! After nearly twenty years of its government for the entire national debt,
tou, chief engineer of the Taboo and Neosho
[lIVSI'Ilt.
trustees was held, the colored girl was expelled,
road, is reported killed, but it needs confir- virtuous anti disinterested efforts in the cause, when funded anew, at four per eent., on to say nothing of the genial toasts and witty Speaker’s table and went into Committee of and the white ones came hack.
Ktiolis hai recent ly lieeli m *1 I.* 1 i*.- i; i■ -1*<|
mation. A misunderstanding of orders was it has effected a transfer of the sales
which the public got next morning the Whole on the tariff.
l.itchticM lo procure
of liquor forty year bonds. Whether or not the propo- speeches,
fi'iliii'tioii ,ii hail in liii.
<
At
the
afternoon
in
session
Mr.
some
of
Portland.
Peters,
Hint.,
hoys
Friday
Me.,
evening
made by the engineer of the freight train,
for nothing.
front the keepers of hotels and
moved to increase the duty to 2 b eents per were playing with till old musket, when John Tan- wliii-h have not lieen suecessf*i|.
place of en- sition be accepted, it will have the effect to
who has not In en seen since the accident.
noil carelessly pointed it at Patrick Curtin, pulled
The weather to-day has been very bright bushel on
potatoes and regretted that the the trigger,
Another train with coffins for the dead and tertainment to its own special friends and fix the interest at a rate no higher than four
Samuel Warren, of this it y, a»ivl -Jl, a Tainan on
and the gun went oil'. Mowing oil' the
and beautiful, and very acceptable alter the Committee of Ways and Means should resort
.nforts for the wounded has just started for partizans. Rum selling has become a
which
is
top of Curtin’s head, tie lived in an unconscious ItrigCharles lleatli. was instantly killeil wlni,- ici
enough for a security of
part of per cent.,
week of rain and wind, so much so as to to this small potato business of giving Maine state two hours. Tuiinon was so troubled at the in" the maiutopsuil at sea.
the scene of the disaster.
the party machinery. The
republican party that kind. Let us have no more Jay Cook
a slap in the face for the benefit of the New result of tiis carelessness that he jumped into tie
the streets with ladies and gentlemen
is
throng
rhere was a heavy while frost in this vicinity on
river and drowned himself Friday night.
Brunswiek farmers.
keeping a huge state reservoir of operations.
Skn atowai. iNTiati iit'Kits. More than one- to-day
in
their
The
best and brightest array.
ladies
turn at 1 ortland, from which it
nityhl, that severely ni|*|ieil th, ra
Mr.
Tuesday
I
Butler
of
,,
the
amendMass., opposed
third of tin* members of the United States
The Ibrts in Portland harbor have cost the (iovHows, under
A SoovKN'iH ok Ou> Timks.
Potatoes were the main stay of the ernment so far the sum of sd.Tbo. non.
young (limit
Some of out- looked very attractive in their pretty spring ment.
Senate arc mere interlopers,
in
direction,
pat
t.y
streams
of
wet,
|
representing
damnation,
nothing but themselves and the bayonets to every town in the State. From the town readers may remember that we published last fall suits, and conspicuous among them were the poor man and lie was not for increasing tie\\ c want to hear fromUeorge F Shuman, late ,,t
an account of the discovery, near
which have thrust them into Congress.
Newburg, New new and stylish black and white plaid suits, cost of the poor man’s food. A duty of Id I St. tieorge.
Eigh- depositaries it is judiciously directed where
HOW IT WOHKS
cents per bushel was nearly equal at some
teen of these arc t he direct fruit of reconstrucYork, of a curious earthen vessel, buried in the made with overskirt and sailor
jacket, and times to 100 per cent ad valorem.
John It. Klwell, late of Brooks, and John IV
tion.” and t wo more of the same sort, are to it can most help the party. The whole sys- earth, and containing 0.50 Spanish dollars. The
At the recent election In■ III m rleriinnil
ruffled. Lavender kids, which
Mr. Farnsworth of Illinois, sustained the I Smith, of Isleshnro, in prison for larceny, have
be added to them when
(leorgiahas been tem is rank and rotten with sin and corrup- deposit was near the headquarters of Washington, elaborately
been pardoned by the tiovertior.
Ohio, it will In1 semi I>y the I*ill*iyviu"
The
Committee
had
amendment.
since
raised
have
county,
been
so
the
just
fashionable
visit
ot
properly manipulated. Then there are the tion. It actually stimulates and
during the revolutionary war, and was probably
promotes buried
the duties on oranges for the benefit of Floriextract *>l' a letter from Malay ia. in that ciuin
fellows from West Virginia and Nevada,
l’rinee
some one connected with the
noticeable
were
both
j
on
I
nc
by
The
Southern
Arthur,
very
rebels
all
army.
threatened to die in the
da and he did not see why they should notj •last
States made lor political purposes, and the drunkness, by holding out to the young the whole
ditch”—but many of them survive to this day ty, lint Hermans descried the radical negro
deposite of coin was purchased by Enoch the hands of
and ladies. The do the same for
potatoes which were the and arc hungry ollice seekers. [Kennebec Journaf.
demagogues from Missouri chosen by the idea that there is in the indulgence of liquor a Carter, Esq., of Newburg, who presented several overskirts of gentlemen
party almost in :t body in.I toted the while
silk suits are now made with a oranges of Maine.
disfranchisements of about one-half of the mysterious forbidden pleasure, of which the of them to his
[Laughter.]
Please to make an exception of Cion, l.ongslreet,
Mr. Jtyer, of the steamer
relative,
ticket
man’s
of
j
Mr. Peters
citizens ol the State. Here arc more than
Maine, argued that to give who has been appointed to a fat otiice
plain hem without any trimming whatever.
servants of the republican
by Urant. 11
party holds tin? ex- Cambridge, and Mr. it. has presented one of them
to the British Provinces advantages from low is
“Four Immlrml negro*
!
one-third of the members of the Senate, mostvoted the radii il
be
Miss
Mr.
Feehter’s and
astonishing to sec bow odious treason has been
to us. The date of the coins
Clerque’s en- duties on their chief
range from 1700 to
ticket in this county on Monday last, yet th*
product would retard or made in his case.
ly carpet-baggers, all elected by the bayonet, clusivepatent rights, and by whom permission
lets
now
at
become
and
a
arc
gagement
1772,
for indulgence may be had. It makes
Selwyn’s
remarkably clear and sharp in the
and underthe control of the President
prevent that movement, of annexation now so
*•(>11111)' has given an increased demneralf
through
young
impressions they bear. The one in our possession fixed tact. Two hundred dollars a week is active there because these Provinces must
\t Neyy hn liiiioiui lo7 !111 ereehis patronage, who have
majority
power to controlln men not only drunkards, but hypocrites and is dated
1760, and bears upon one side the arrogant the price announced as being paid to them. either be annexed to the American union or
Iii n
a
MoCi.hu.an UAN<il!KTKJ>. Several vote*I the radical ticket.
I he Hermans joined
great measure the whole legislation of the liars. The whole system
to
ought be kicked to design adopted by the Spanish monarchy sifter the
die.
officers of the old Army of the Potomae, a re- tin- detuotTilts en masse, and. with their .*country. As has been truly said, most of
Klise
famous
the
Holt,
burlesque actress, The amendment was
Tophet, to the keeping of Satan, who is its discovery of America—that of its crown above the
them aie despised and execrated
rout
agreed to and the sident in New Jersey, gave :i reception to sistanee, the railieals were
by the great father and
a short
engagement at this house next duty on potatoes lived at 2d cents per bushel. General McClellan on the 14th, at a hotel in ed. At Felicity ninety-live completely
two hemispheres; while the ancient Pillars of plaj's
mass of the people of the States
patron.
Hacks voted tin
which they
week.
have the audacity to claim to
Hoboken. There was quite a large company radical ticket, while respectable n'piiHieaiis
However numerously the office holders Hercules stand upon either side, with their motto
represent. This
Two more Cuban ollieers, Diego and Jas- of the General’s friends and comrades pre- voted with the
is an intolerable evil, which
A farewell concert was given in (.'bickerof “Ne plus ultra” reversed by omission of “Ne.”
democrats, which gave its
not to be who fatten on the substance of the
ought
were garroted a Havana Satur- sent.
people ft is a curious relic, and
submitted to. Hut how to get rid of the inIn future it is to be par Aguero,
George M. Curtis made the majority of 108. At Batavia the Hacks came
of memories of ing’s Hall this week.
Judge
suggestive
meet
in
Convention
; however the paper the olden
day afternoon. The insurgent leader, Manuel
terlopers is the ipiestion. They seem to have may
times.
speech, referring at some length to out to the polls like an avalanche, lint all liu
occupied, together with Chiekering’s 1‘iane Caridad, with one cannon and forty men all principal
credit heroes may come there to vaunt their
the services of their guests rendered to the naught. The whole democratic ticket w
fastened themselves like barnacles
upon the
rooms, by Messrs. Jordan, armed, voluntarily surrendered at Camarobody politic for a term of years, and can not purity; however the patrons and promoters
For fear, probably, that the coming State manufacturing
country, and predicting a brilliant page in elected. The negroes were drilled during
nes.
Caridad and some of his men tendered in
be shaken oil'except by a political revolution
Marsh & Co.
Percie.
history to his patriotism, valor and eminent Saturday and Sunday how to routine! them
of delirium tremens, the custodians of
their services to the Government and were abilities.
bung- election will not be suflieienily lively, the
which shall sweep over the country and comThe General responded briefly, selves at the election, and everything showed
hole and tap, may preach and prate—there is temperance men have issued a call for a
Rand, the Limcrock Bank robber, who took pas- permitted to assist the
bine all the genuine elements of
troops in their search thanking his old friends for their unwavering preconcerted action upon their part
The
sovereignty a sense and
in
of
the
steamer
from
for
other
sage
Richmond,
City
Belfast
insurgents. In consequence of this confidence and renewing his ardent love for election Indicates to a certainty that theeoun
against them, rendering their position so unfeeling of propriety that will one State Couvention at Auburn, June 17th, for on the
the
morning following
robbery, and so surrender 200 persons have presented them- his country. Speeches were made hy several ty will give 1,000 majority next fall
pleasant as to induce them to abandon it by a day awake, and stop the whole wicked husi- the purpose of nominating it candidate for
The
adroitly fooled the Portland police, has been arrest- selves for pardon to the authorities iu the other persons, and the banquet was an occa- Herman republicans, almost to a man. vote,I
general resignation. [Concord Patriot
Governor.
Trinidad jurisdiction.
ed at Montreal.
sion of much pleasure
with the democracy
\\ A I.
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dead beat to windward,” and the answer was returned:—“This is the best the
umpire can do, being only half a point off
SPECIAL NOTICES.
the wind.” The Cambria then flung out the
signal. “Dead beat, or no race.” She was
I .'illli Edition.
ordered to take her station, but refused. At MANHOOD,
A MEDICAL ESSAY on the Cause and Cure ot Pre7.45 A.M., the Dauntless bearing west-north- mature
Decline, showing how health is lost, and how rewest eight miles off, while the Cambria was gained. It gives a clear Synopsis of the Impediments
to
treatment of Nervous and PhysiMakkiaok,
lying dead, the American yacht swept, by un- cal Debility,the
and the remedies thereSterility
der full headway. The starting gun was tir- for, -the results ot twenty Ac.,
years’ successful practice.
ed. but Mr Ashbury's yacht remained motionj
There is no member of society by whom this hook
less.
The Sappho stood to the windward, will not be lound useful, whether such person holds the
of Parent, Preceptor, or Clergyman.” [London
with a steamer following the course as be- relation
Medical Times and Gazette,
fore. Loud cheers were given on board the
Manhood.’ The experience and reputation of Dr.
American yacht us she bore away to claim Curtis in the treatment ot the diseases set forth in this
little pamphlet is the patient’s guarantee, and well dethe prize, accompanied by the Dauntless.
serves tor the work its immense circulation.”—Daily
The Cambria at last commenced to move,
Times.
and followed a short distance, then tacking,
Address the
Sent by mail on receipt of 50 cents.
Du. Curtis, 14 Chapman street, Boston, Mass.
Author,
she returned to Cowes. The Dauntless soon
3mo38sp
after arrived at Cowes. There was a splendid breeze. The Sappho behaved superbly,
IT IS ILL-IMPOI1TAYT
shipping but little water. A protest against that the young should learn how to avoid the most afflictive diseases always prevalent in civilized communigiving the prize to the Sappho is expected.
ties, and hardly less important that

L. S. ( KNSI S M UtSlIAI.S.
The following per-ells have been appointed
by F s. Marshal Marble
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F. B. Starkpole.
Asaliel W. M. McMahon.
George If. Miller.
Ambrose C. Wilson.
.1. Wyman Phillips.
•.Tssias Blanchard.
.loscpn a. ( lark.
William G. Low.
David Norton.
John It. Hinkler.
John it. Gilman.
Elisha W. Slniw.
(diaries W Haynes.
Jeremiah W. Freeze.
Samuel Folv.
Ira 1!. Gardner.
) Allred H. Patrick.
t Henry E. Sellers.
George Dillingham. Jr.
Nahum Warren.
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Mary

Administratrix

A. M.
Anson

Colson, Administratrix Benjamin
lioorge Alexander. Administrator, Thomas
uopt
alt-.* .1 VV K nowlton. Administrator. .Joseph Bussell;
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CULLNAN,

HOUSE! PAINTER.
PAPI;R

11ANGING, GRAINiNG, GLA7.1N(i, WllITK

WASHING, ENAMKLLING ANI» VAUNISIIING.
Papering and Painting Front Entrys, Parlors and Sit
ting Rooms made a specialty.

W. Bucknam.
John Jackson.
I latliel Kelley.
Emerson K. Stoddard.
Stephen 11. Jones.
Aaron lloharl.
William I.. lluse.
William Inglee.
George Freeman.
A.

GRAINING WITH

“MACHINE’'

IN OIL.

tf^-All work done in the best manner. Orders left on
Slate promptly attended to.
Shop in next building North of New England House.
IIECnII Hi., Belfaitt, Maine,

:»mos:t‘*p

DI1CJ).
Tin

all-gone feeling which people sometimes
i- caused liy want of proper action of the
liver and heart. 'These may he assisted, and the
I novels regulated, by Parsons’ Purgative Pills in
-peak

ot.

small doses.

[ Obituary notices, beyond the date,

name and aye,mus\
paid for. ]
In Montville, Feb, 10th, Abijah Gray, age 70,
In Bangor, May 14th, Nancy, wile’ of A. W. Hasey,

aged

in, iv.-i>\t-r

I ;i

BITTERS,

And take no other. See that the portrait of Dr. Clarke
is upon the label of each bottle. No other is genuine.
They are purely vegetable aud w ill not intoxicate, tfsp

WASH! VI t TOV Cl If V I Y.

1

,i-

trriugton

Dexter

(■ariatni

ot

Tin- defendanttin- >er\ ant atnl agent

Sylvester Kdily.

Fddillgti.il
Burlington

hii\

of

Ambrose Arnold.

Kenduskeag

and Flour are staple articles; hut not more
than Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment, where
known. Tt is good for children or adults, for am
internal soreness of the eliost or liowels, and the
best Pain Killer prepared, under whatever name
( "i'll

so

Tiik

■Five Mim tics tun Refreshments." Everybody who has travelled by railroad has heard the
above announcement, and has probably suffered
from eating too hastily, thereby sowingtlieseeds of
Dyspepsia. It is a comfort to know that the Peruvian Syrup will cure the worst eases of D> -pepsin,
as thousands are ready to testify.
A Voick t ito.M the Kitchen.
Upwards of
thirty professed cooks, many of them hailing from
the best hotels in the United States, have voluntarily came forward and pronounced K wh's Sea Moss
FaP.ive Ihe tinest article for puddings, custards,
hlatte mange, creams, jellies, and other favorite
items of the dessert that lias ever come under their
notice.
>o imich for the
palatability of the new element
of food.
A still greater number of distinguished physicians
ami scientific chemists indorse it as a nutrient of the
very highest class; while every housekeeper who
use.- it admits that it is full
fifty per cent, cheaper
tli.iii maizena, farina, corn starch, or any other
from
corn
or
the
cereal grains.'
preparation
The new food staple is manufactured, under a
patent, by the new Sea Moss Farine Go., fid
Park Place; and in view of the above cstablish*•'I facts, it is not surprising that their extensive
machinery is kept running night anil day to supply
a demand that is
rapidly becoming universal.

Kstatks of-Ezra

Montville; Stephen F, Killiuun, l*rospect;i
Clark, VVinterport; Edward Gay, Waldo; Jere
A. Menthew, Searsport; Eben F.
Smith, Lincolnville;
l.tim- A. Rush, Belfast; Oliver J.
Vickery and als, mi11
^ tl
Alfred It. Higgins,
minor, Belmont,

Bowen

amuel

ft

in i> to Sfii
Ki vi. Estatks of—Julia
a.
wngAals. ininois, lincolnville; Amariah Trim, mb'

1hi,f

.i

i

M

,,

ai

Huttii

M.

Waldo.
1 >.iw

ff

Edgcomb, minor, Belmont;
Charles II.Ryant

hewh, minor. I .incolnville;

l)F

i:i i»

in

Winow

William Clewley

oi

Stockton.
Ai.FowANfK 1>k<

kki.i> it.

ley, Stockton; Augustus ('.
treat, Franktoit.
Esi
B*

atis

Rf.i'KICskni’Kii

\\ inows oi —Win. ClewBennett. Troy: Jonathan

In’soi.i.s

r

—Francis Darby.

Hast.

IIu.sf. Ci.k.asini; with a Vengeance.
I hr horrors of Spring house
cleaning and
tin blunders of Ilihcrnian servants, liavc
hei'ii pathetically described until the
subject
has heroine somewhat threadbare, lmt we
heard of one incident that occurred in this
■■ity mi Saturday forenoon, which entirely
eclipses everything in that line ever reported
A lady who has
in our hearing.
just commenced housekeeping in a new house, sent
her Irish maid of all work up stairs, telling
her to take out and clean the windows.
Itiddy disappeared in the upper regions and
all was quiet.
In a little while, however,
Madame, the housekeeper, went up to see
how the window cleaning was progressing and
to her horror found that the blundering girl
bad minutely followed her direction ; for, the
putty being soft, she had dug out every pane
■if glass, and after washing it carefully, mled
it
neatly up on the floor! [Bangor Wmg.

Flour,
Corn

Meal,
Rye Meal,

Belfast, Wednesday. May
Round Hog,

$ 1.00 to 101-2
1.35 to 0.00
1.50 to 0.00
1.10 to 1.25
1.30 to 00

GOODS

IPrices.

For GENTLEMEN’S

GOLD HUNTING WATCHES lor Ladies.
Beautiful Patterns and Warranted time pieces.

Silver

:iwT>

ASA

Knobby, Genteel & Modest Styles
IN THE MARKET.

:5w4.j

a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and tor the
of Waldo, on the stcond Tuesday of May
A. D. 1870,
BRIDGES, Executor of the estate of
lj Jeremiah Crockett, late of Seursmont, in said
I County ot Waldo, deceased, having presented his first
account ot executorship lor allowance.
Ordered, That the said Executor give notice to all persons interested by causing a copy ol this order to be pubj lished
three week:-- successively in the Republican Journal
printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be field at Belfast, within and for said County,
on the second Tuesday of June next, nt ten of the clock,
before noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be allowed.
vs A TIIURLOUGH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest— B. P. Field, Register. :tw-13

17U)WAKD

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the
County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday of May in
the year of our Lord A. I). 1870.
a

M. MORROW, named Executor, in a certain Instrument purporting to be the last will and
testament of John Beckett, late of Seursmont, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented said will

THOMAS

for

pound

restoring

I also wish the

arising
the

from

blood,

such

SHIRT
will last

Pain*

in

Use

Also

lies*

of Eben G. Babbage,
Isleboro,
County of Waldo,
deceased, having presented a petition that Administration on said deceased's estate may b<* granted to James

Rack, Kidney Complaint*, Female H eakness, and
Cienei*al
Rehility.
This preparation is scientifically and chemically combined, and so strongly concentrated from roots, herbs,
and barks, that its good effects are realized immediately

A.

°

In order to

St., Belfast.

Have commenced

TRUNKS!!

It wtil thus beeome

to the coast.

of the most

important
profitable East and Went Trunk Une*
•f Railroad in the country, and command * trad; of immense value.
one

completed portiou ot the Road is doing * profitaud Increasing Busloess, and Is fully
; equal in value to the whole amount of the mortgage* upon the entire Line— $ 16,01*0,00*'.
The loan of the

FACIEITIES,
the Manufacture of

being a

peculiarly adapted

Varieties and

and Ohio Railroad Com

to the wants ot

INVESTORS and CAPITALISTS,
Who

desire to make their investments with the

satisfactory us-iranee
Security.
The Ronds

In all

Chesapeake

Vlrntf

.Mortgage upon the emir*
line, property and equipments, north
when completed at least f;id,000,fi00, le
therefore one of the most substantial, conservative, and
reliable Railroad Loans ever offered In the market, and
Is

TRUISTKIS

are

a

of

moat

poultice aud undoubted

denominations of

Styles,

IN TIIE CITY OF
BELFAST, the west side of Phenlx Row, over Black’s
Straw Factory.
These Trunks ure uifeied to the public at wholesale or
retail, and as cheap as they can be purchased in Boston.
They are warranted to suit. Trunks and Valises made
to order.
REPAlMXtt HOME.
XV. 1*. BURRILL, & CO.
tii'i
Belfast, April ~V>, Hro.

Farm For Sale-

$1,000, $.100,
and may be hud

COUPON

an«l *100,

REGISTERED.

or

Interest Six per cent, per annum,
and NOVEMBER 1st.

payable

MAV 1st

Pr!ac-i)iiil anti lnl«r««l i»a*al»l«- iu C*OI.U
York.
| in «Nf* lily of
Price VO anti accrued iuteroat in

Currency.

tit

on the I which price they pay nearly H«ven |»«*r ceul. iu
A Farm, situate in
shore road, six miles from Belfast, and
g-oltl on their cost.
one lrom Saturday Cove, containing
about fifty acres ot land; cuts about 15
All Government Bonds and other Securities dealt iu
well fenced;
tons of hav, a
plenty foi water; an orchard and cranberry bog. and a at the Stock Exchange, received in exchange, at their
pleasant location. A house, barn and out buildings. full market value, and Bonds >eut to all parts ot th«
The above will be sold at a bargain, Apply to the subcountry: free ot Express charges.
F. A. DICKEY.
scriber on the premises.
tfW
Northport, April 4, 1870.
They caa be obtained by ordering direct from ua or

Northport,

pasture;

through auy responsible

GET THE BEST BLOOD !

Rubber Sleeve Protector,

Shields,

THE

HENRY HEIMS.

HO. 1<M» HTIBHRV

It will make a abort, easy, cheap and favorable route from the Went to the sea. and will
command a large nhare of the enormous

panjr,

avail themselves ot

RAll,ROAD

Babies Bibs,
Ordered, That the said Martha give notice to all perand otlmr rubber goods especially adapted to ladies.
sons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
Also
a
choice
three
assortment of
weeks
in
the Republican
published
successively
Journal printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said Lubin’s, Condray’s and Rimmel's Perfumes.
County, on the second Tuesday of June next, at ten of
Toilet Powders,
Soaps,
the clock belore noon, and shew cause, if any they have,
'vhy the prayer of said petitioner should not he granted.
&c.
Lavender Water,
Pomades,
ASA rilCRLoi’dll. Judge.
Verbena Water,
A true copy. Attest—B. 1*. Fn:r.i>, Register.
tiw-if*
Magnolia Water,
Florida Water,
Bay Water,
T<> the linn. ( ninOf ('oiHinissionrrs for (hr
And the Celebrated Aromatic Toilet Vinegar.
(Vunity of Waldo.
UNDERSIGNED citizens oi Frankfort, respectPlease call, whether you wish to purchase or not. All
fully represent that the public convenience does not goods cheerfully shown. The ladies of Searsport, and
require the making of a portion of the County road as ALL the surrounding towns, are respectfully invited
laid by the Commissioners in Frankfort near Peirce & to call at
lo. .‘I.
IB loci*.
Rowe's Quarry, in the fall of lst>3, but would be convendwd F
Belfast, May I, 1870.
ed by discontinuing said portion and accepting a piece
i
as made and used now by the
to
said
public,* belonging
Peirce & Rowe.
1
We therefore pray your Honors to view the same and
make the change.
UPTON TREAT, 8c 0 others,
0. 1870.

navigation on the Ohio River, and thus with
sjiteni of Railroad and Water
Irauaportation of the great West autl
Mouth-Wen*.

able

the

Infant’s

reliable

The

at

WM. P. BURRILL & CO..

Dodge.

ranklort, April

Hiyli

|TRUNKS!

k*, wishes to inform

Illl

A.

Collars

Paper

on

the

This splendid 8TALUOI is six years
old, stands 10 hands high, and weighs 1100
pounds. He was brought from Vermont by
L>, F.. Lucy, and his predigree is as follows—
Morrill Cliivf was sired by Young Morrill Jr., he
by Young Morrill, and he by Old Morrill, he by Woodbury Morgan, he by Justine Morgan. Old Morrill’s
dam was by Harris llambletoniau. Morrill Chiefs dam
was by Napoleon, he by Flint Morgan, he by Sherman
Morgan, and he by Justine Morgan. Morrill Chief's
(Hand Dam by Sherman Morgan Jr., he by Sherman

Bank

or

Banker in any part

FISK & HATCH,
Hankers.

Maps, Pamphlets

full

and

information

furnished upon

application
or by mail.

son

in

perI»4t

Morgan.

Morrill ( hief will stand at my stable in North
Sear sport on Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursday and Fridays. At Searsport Village on Tuesday forenoon, at
Stockton Tuesday afternoon, coming home through
Prospect. On Saturdays he will he at Belfast.
Tkk.ms. To warrant $15. By the Season $12. Single
Service, $7. Colts holden for service of the horse.

E

North Searsport, May 0,1870.

MTHEET, ROSTOV.

W. SEAVEY.

8w4t

.t

country.

CHIEF.

MORRILL

CARPETINGS.
If you wish to

purchase

a

Carpet

call at

BELFAST DYE HOUSE

Manufacturer of

NEWS.

Waldo,

ss.

NEWELL’S MILLS, HEAD

ON

TIDE, BELFAST.

Simonton Eros. & Co.

MAINE

SOLDI

Attest—S. L. Ml ELI KEN, Clerk.

Assignee’s

Notice to Stock Raisers.
undersigned has taken a tine three
JERSEY BULL> Which lie will keep on

year old
his farm,
at East Union, througti the season.
Farmers interested
in raising first-class stock of the Jersey breed, will govern themselves accordingly.
Tkums.—$l,ou, for the Season, invariably in advance.
East Union.
:Uv44
WM. E. HILT.

PROBATE NOTICES.

Sale.

BSSHHIPTOX.
By CHARLES C. CHART, Auctioneer.
SAMUEL (i. THURLOW,Bankrupt.
ORDER OF THE HONORABLE EDWARD
FOX, Judge of the District Court of the United

In the matter of

BY
States

for the District ot Maine, 1 shall sell at public
Auction at my Office, in Belfast, in said District, on Wednesday the eighth day ot June, A. D. 1870, at ten o’clock,
A. M., certain portions ol said Bankrupt’s estate, to wit
Certain books and debts of S. G.Thurlow & Co., and of
said Bankrupt, ot an estimated value of $500, described
in Schedule a—(ii) subject to an assignment to James
White, of said Belfast, to secure him for said Bankrupt’s
liabilities to him. and lor his liabilities on account of
said Bankrupt, the balance due from said Bankrupt to
him, as per his account rendered, being about $-1803.00..
Also, said Bankrupt’s interest in his homestead in sain
Belfast, as described in Schedule B—(1) Inventory, being his right or supposed right to a deed upoi, certain
conditions from the estate of Thomas Marshall .deceased,
subject to said incumbrance thereon.
.lost rit Willi vmson, Assignee.
2wT>
Beliast, May 10, 1870.

AMERICAN HOUSE
BELFAST.
J. C. ROBBINS

kenduidtva^ IB ridge.

chartered by the last Legislature
Maine with a guarantee fund of

Company,

Fifty

in accordance with the

provisions of
ready to transact

on

charter, is

Clieese,

Eggs,

Poultry, Maple Sugar, Houey, k, k,

IVlaking-.
MRS. PIERCE, (formerly Mrs. Arnold.)
TA

R.

27.

SIBLEY & SON.

1870

Carriage, Sign and Ornamental
P A LNTING.
in a superior manner by \VM. M. HALL
A his old place over Mr. Whitten’s Carriage shop,
Church St.
N. B. None but the nicest carriage work solicited.
3w4.t

favorable terms,

This being a MUTUAL Company, the prolits accruing from the business will be returned annually to
the assured.

It.

rjp

A

V II E It 8 O 71'.

AT
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Josiah C. Mhvhki.l.
CiiAia.Ks G. Sterns.
Saaihei, If. Dale.
L Y SAN I >E K
STIt 1 < K L A

Office, Cor. 1 1-2 and D Sts.,
Opposite City llall.

(
1

:lmo5‘*is

CARRIAGES!

EBEN BLUNT, Vice President.

York

Bankrupt
are

House in New

attracting the

at-

tention of Customers
Nice

quality

All Wool Delaines

25 cts. per

yard.

SPECIAL BARGAINS
SIMONTON

11ROS. £ CO.

Belfast, April >7, 1m:u.

tm

C. P. KIMBALL & LARKIN,

3m II.

WARE-BOOMS,
j

NOW OPENING

a

'Waiting- for All.

N I».

GEORGE W. LADD, President.

D. M. HOWARD, Secretary.
lliiugur, April -*?,

Goods,

Dress Prints 10 cts. per yard
LAW, Cotton Hose 12 cts. per pair.

ATTORNEY
DIRECTORS.
(Jk.okfV. W. I.a i)i).
Eukn Hu nt.
CJKO. C. PiCKKRlNF.
James Walker.
Samuel

Dress

I'vtcNE

Cargoes,

store iu

Hv42*

From

now

plan, and will write upon

upon the most

Congress

St.,

corner

PARIIAXD,

of Preble

House,

HAIAK.

-AT-—

Hervey’s Jewelry Store.

ELEGANT CARRIAGES
-and-

ROAD

NEW PATTERNS OF
Gold .Jewelry, Bottom lMns, Far Kings and Sleeve
Buttons.

Fine

GOLD

FINGER

RINGS

In great variety of styles and patterns, including the
wide flat band ring, engraved and plain, solid
lsk

gold.
PLATED and BLACK SETTS of
.Jewelry new anil rich patterns FINK GOl.D and i'l.ATKL» CHAINS, CHARMS, new patterns in great variety.

Ladies and Gents
FORT MONEYS and
and finish IIAllt and

WAI.I.ETS,
TOOTH BRUSHES
ol

Scissors !
That

can

a

Scissors ! !

C. HERVEY, Phoenix Row.
Belfast, May 11, 1S7<»,

new

house

on

High Street,

BEST

Very

GOODS.

Low.

CALI, AND EXAMINE AT

J. C. THOMPSON S.
,umi

Keep

us

will

get pre-

groat variety for sale Wholesale and Retail—very
3m44
Correspondence solicited.

a

for sale

Mrs. Worcester & Miss. Littlefield.

JOHN A. BRIGGS.
3wM

Salt for Sale.

have
WOULD

respectfully inform the public that they

taken rooms over A. J» Stevens Store,
Vo. OO Bain Street, and are prepared to attend to
Dress Cutting and muking. together with children’s
clothes and all kinds of domestic sewing. We also proto keep an assortment of patterns constantly on
S. M. WORCESTER,
land.
II. O. LITTLEFIELD.
13.0.
iw44
Belfast, April 8,

fioRe

*■*» ARE

hand.

Children’s Carriages!

low.

cargo ot I.lv«*r|»ool Fulling Mall, in Rond
at Simpson's YVhurl, Belfast, for sale cheap by the
subscriber.
E. II. IIEKK1 MAN.
ti ll
Belfast, May 10, is:o.

A

on

Remember,—all persons dealing with
cisely what they bargain for.
We make a specialty of

to

Belfast, May 10, 1.S70.

P

constantly

:tw-H

House for Sale.
A

firoduction

Wc also keep a large assortment of
LOW-PRICED CARRIAGES,
built expressly for us in Philadelphia, New Haven, and
superior
Mass., for sale at the very lowest rates.
Express, Orocers, anil Business Wagons

be warranted.

apply

WAGONS!

We are now completing our stock for the Spring and
Summer ot 1870, and offer, in the NEWEST DES1UN8
and of the most thorough construction, a variety of elegant Cabriolet*, Victoria*, Coapoi, Phaeton*, Top anil Open Buggie*, lump Beat*,
Carryall*, Sunnhadea, Ac., exclusively the
of our well-known Preble St. Factories. We
tave made great reductions in prices, and will sell lower
than any concern in the United States that sells firstclass carriages. -Prices uniform to ail. Every carriage
we make is equal in every respect to those built to the
order of our most valued customers.

the best stock

article.

FRANK

BelfasL^Maine.

by

Beltast, April

sleeping apartments.

DECATUR,STEVENS

U

sale

larger quantities
prices than at any
the City

)

\ Vlctorie, San Jose, and Muscavado MOLASSES, per “Brig Isaac Carver” from Matanzas. For

INSFRANCE

the mutual

TIIE

S §£

its

Hulls, Freights and

of Probate

Butter,

54 Hhds.
57 Teirces

of

Thousand Dollars,

MAMINE

<fc Molasses.

1 / iA BOXES OF HAVANA SUGAR.
_1A "v/ -’5 Hhds. Centrifugal Sugar,
is Hhds. and 25 Teirces Superior quality of Remedies
MOLASSES per “Sc’h. If. Curtis,’’ from Havana and
Caibarien.

informs his friends and

the public that he has leased the above well
known establishment, where he oilers enter
tainment to the travelling public.
Ue will thorough renovate the house, make
iriprovements and every way conform to modern needs.
The table will be supplied with all the delicacies that
can be procured, and special attention given to order and
neatness in the

Exchange Block,

BANGOR, ME.
This

Tapestries

Sugar

3

Ea>»t End

All the stages leaving the city take their departure
for the County of
Judge
from this house. Coaches run regularly to the boats,
Waldo:
Rye,
and
guests conveyed to any part of the city or country.
Corn,
undersigned guardian of WILLIE PERRY &
ti ll
Belfast, May lo, 1870.
70 to 75
Hailey,
minor heirs of John C. Perry, late of
Ralph
Perry,
2.00 to 2 50
Beans,
Lincolnville, in said County, deceased, respectfully
Marrowfat l'eas 1.25 to 1.50
said
minors
are
seized and possessed of
represents that
& CO.
rt5 to 70
Oats,
certain real estate, situated in said Lincolnville, that an
35 to 00
Potatoes,
otter of seven hundred dollars has been
WHOLESALE AND ( OM.MISSION DEALERS IN
advantageous
Dried Apples,
10 to 12
made for the same by Seth G. Wyman of Lincolnville,
0.00 to 0.00
Cooking, dr.
in said County, which offer it is for the interest for all
25 to 00
Butter,
concerned immediately to accept, the proceeds thereof to
20 to 22
Cheese,
be put out on interest for the benefit of said minor,
10 to 18
H'-gg*.
Wherefore your pet itioner prays your honor to grant
LAlil). HE A XS. DRIED APPLES,
1 jar.l,
20 to 22
her a license to sell and convey said real estate of said
10 to
Beef,
13
minor, (including the reversion of the Widow’s dower
Apples, Bald win, 2.00 to 2.25
thereon,) to said Seth U. Wyman lor said sum.
0 to
00
Veal,
ALICE J. PERRY.
8 to 10
Dry Cod
II & 12 Blackstone, & 14 John Sts.
Clover Seed,
17 to 20
At a Court of Probate, held at Belfast, within and forthe
(Opposite the New England House,)
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of May
A. I). 1870.
BOSTON.
BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.
PON the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the petitioner
notice
to all persons interested, by
give
1«.
Monday, May
a
of said petition, with this order thereon, {
BUTTKIl—We quote line New York and Vermont but- causing copy
IDress
to be published three weeks successively in the Republiter at :«a34c per lb.; good do at 2Sall0c; Inferior 1Haase
can Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that they may
bakerl' 15al7c per lb.
at a Probate Court, to be held at the Probate
EGGS—The market Is dull at 20c per dor. lor Eastern; appear in Belfast
Office
aforesaid, on the second Tuesday of
life for Canada, and 17al8c for Western.
IOCS pleasure in returning her thanks to her lady
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and shew
June
next,
BEANS—We quote choiee hand-picked pea Beans at
customers for their kind and liberal patronage for
cause, if any they have, why the same should not be
do
common
1
60
75*2
50a2
$
bush;
25;
choice
the past two years. She has removed her establishment
$2
per
handASA TIIURLOUGH, Judge.
to the
picked mediums at $4 621-4; common do 41 as; yellow granted.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register. 3w45
opposite side of Main Street, and now occupies the
rooms adjoining those of Professor Pierce.
eyes fa 25a2 SO per bush. Canada l’eas, common and
She is prescreened !Mica(l 15; choice cooking $1 50 per bush.
to cut, make and trim ladies’ dresses with taste,
pared
DlllED APPLES—We quote Eastern sliced at 12a At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the and in the latest and most approved rtyles.
The
utmost
County oi Waldo, on the second Tuesday of May care will be observed in fitting and
141-2c fper lb.; the latter price for something line; do
making up nice goods.
A.l>. 1870.
quartered 10 1-2*11 l-2c; New York apple «l-2aloi.2c;
abundance of help and every tfccilitv for despatch
Having
Western do at Sailc; Southern 6 l-2a.se per lb,
S. NICKERSON,Creditor of Nathaniel Mur- Ing work, her customers nmy rely on having orders
POTATOES—The receipts today at the railroads are
rey, late of Swanville, in said County of Waldo, promptly filled. Ladies are invited to call, examine styles
less liberal, and some lots of New York Jackson Whites deceased, having presented a petition that he may be and consult with her. She believes herself able to
give
have been sold at 52a23c (per bush, and Maine do at 55a appointed Administrator on said deceased estate.
entire satisfaction.
27c; Peach Blows and mixed lots are dull at 35a42c,
Rw44
Ordered, That the said Nickerson give notice to all
Belfast, May 9,1870.
CRASS SEEDS—Trade is light and the market gener- persons interested by causing a
copy of this order to be
ally remains without any change. We quote the jobbing published three weeks successively in the Republican
I. MICKEHMOX,
price of Herds Grass at (Sag SO per bush; Red Top at Journal, printed at Belfast.that they may appear at a Pro$4a4 25 per sack, and Clover at 16c per lb.
bate Court,to be held at Belfast,within and lor said CounHAY'—The receipt*- eontinuo ample for the demand,
on the second Tuesday of June next, at ten of the
ty,
and interior qualities sell slowly.
We quote prime East
clock before noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why COUNSELLED JJ ATTORNEY AT LAW
cm cargo
hay at (22*25 per ton; do do by the cur load the prayer of said petition should not be granted.
OFFICE, IIAYFOUD lil.OCK,
at $22a25; inferior (I5&1S; New Y'ork Straw $20a27 per
ASA TIIURLOUGH, Judge.
ton.
tl23
Atruecopy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register. 3w45
To the Honorable

Office, No.

IS

THE

istli. ltco.

12 to 14
Clear Salt Pork,
$.'12 to :i4
8 to 10
Mutton per lb,
00 to 00
Lamb per lb,
25 to :io
Turkeys,per lb,
Chickens, per lb, 20 to 25
00 to 00
Ducks, per lb,
00 to 00
Geese,
Hay per ton,
$10 to 18
Lime,
$1.50 to 00
Washed Wool,
.‘15 to .18
Unwashed Wool.
25 to
Pulled Wool,
40 to
7 to
Hides,
Calf Skins,
17 to
50 to $1
Sheep Skins,
Wood, hard,
$6.00 to 8
Wood, sott,
$4.00 to 0
Dry Pollock,
5 to 0
I Straw,
$8 to 10
f Herds Grass,
0,00 to 00

1NH.

When completed it will connect the tuperlor harfacilities of the Chesapeake Hay with

hor

freight# seeking transportation

fine assortment of the best of

a

No. 10, Williamson’s Block,

Stomach. Pain* in the

M that she has for sale

life time.

al Use

ii

\ F ARTIIAlateW.ofBABBAGE,in widow
AtI.
said

and

to fit,

Cuffs, Neck Ties, &c.,

and

Faint*

lie**,

a

Linen &

Side.

Nervous*

uea»,

its progress Westward, it penetrates and opens up
market the Wonderful Coni Oepoflts of
the Kauawka Region in Wont Virginia.
And thus brings the superior and abundant Coals of that
section into communication with the Iron Ore* of
Virginia and Ohio, and the Weilern, Mouth
Weitern and Eastern market*.
In

to

and

Dyspepsia, Conatipation.
C'ostivene**. Pile*.
Ihi/./iHeadache,

published three
Journal, printed

PATTERN

WARRANTED

Cut,

as

Scrofula, Scrofulous Humor, Cancer. Cancerous Huuior,Ery«ip«la(», Canker, Salt
Rheum, Pimple* and Humor* on Ike
Face, Ulcer*, Coughs and Col«l*,
Rrouckili*, Neuralgia, ltlseu■Italians

is completed and running from BKCUAOXD, In.
the celebrated WHIT1 H IPHI'H
IPBIHG8, In W«it Va., 227 miles. It is being
rapidly extended to the Ohio River, 200 miles further,
making in all 427 miles.
tn

he entire

of

impurities

get

nice

a

A i\' D

<III*\PIAki;
OHIO RAIliKOilll

LADIES to send

the all the MEN FOLKS and

all diseases

nent cure of

Ordered, That the said Morrow, give notice to all perinterested by causing a copy ot this order to be

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor the
of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of May in
the year ot our Lord A. D. 1870,

Cash!

TSTotice.

health, and for the perma-

lor Probate,.

County

at

Special

A valuable Indian Com-

sons

weeks successively in the Republican
at Belfast, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and lor said
on
the
second
County,
Tuesday of June next, at ten ol
the clock before noon, and shew cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be proved approved and allowed.
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register. :iw 15

to

NATURE’S REMEDY.

County

1

CUT and

of which will be

Any

Purely Vegetable.

THURLOUCH, Judge.

Attest—B. P. Field, Register.

copy.

At

At

THi;

the
order
VEGETINE |! MADE
Lowest Price for

Sublishcd

At

the

All

WK.

A true

WEAR.

Comprising all

Watches

Sizes and Stylos. Imported English, French and
Swiss. The American, Waltham, Elgin and the Celebrated
Watches of the United States Watch Company.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of May Equal to the best in thea world.
Any person wanting Good Watch, should not fail to
A. I>. 1870.
and examine the large assortment on hand. They
DUNCAN, Administrator of the estate of J call
will
be sold at very low prices.
in said County of
• C.
Perry, late of Lincolnville.
his
first
and
final
acC. IIERVEY, Phenix Row.
Waldo, deceased, having presented
count of Administration on said estate for allowance.
ow44
Belfast, May 11, 1870.
Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
three weeks successively in the Republican
ournal, printed at Belfast,that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,within and lor said County,on the second Tuesday of June next,at ten of the clock
before noon, and shew oause. if any they have, why the
same should not be proved approved and allowed.
A

...

on

PLeduced.

STATE OF MAINE.
Billiard. Tables
County Commissioners' Court, April WITH THE COMBINATION STRING CUSHION
Term, A. 1>. ls;u.
liew aiul lecond Hand Taltlen alwaytt on
of
the foregoing petition, Ordered, That the County hand and for Male at (lie Ion out
pric tvt,
I'OKI OF UKLFAftT.
Commissioners meet at (ieorge ii. Peirce’s iii (•itp me a call.
f IIUK public is informed that the subscriber ha9 re- |
1{. K W1LMAKTH. Agent.
Frankfort, on the ‘-iSth day ot June next, at 10 o’clock
JL. sumed the DYEING business ot the above place, j And examine the new Patterns
ARRIVED.
fundi.
A. M ; and thence proceed to view the route set forth in
Work usually done at such establishments left with S A.
j
May Lith. Sells Earl, Furguson, Boston: Empire, the Petition; immediately after which at some convenBLACK at the Bonnet Bleachery, High St. Belfast, or j
ient place in the vicinity, a hearing of the parties and
Furguson, do: Boaz, Ryder, Hingham.
at the DYE HOUSE, will be promptly attended to.
j
nth. Brig Charles Wesley, Gritlin, Sear sport; Sell their witnesses will be
just received.
wfi*
had, and such further measures
Belfast, May 5, 1870.
|. Q. ALLEN.
Abby Gale, Ryan, Boston.
taken in the premises, as the Commissioners shall judge
l.'*th. Sells Ida Morton. Cottrell, Boston; Cameo, Mc- proper. And it is further
Ordered, That notice of the
Carty, do; Enterprise, Tinney, Portland; Win. G. Eadie, time, place and purposes of the Commissioners’ meeting
Woolen Carpets as low as $1.00
NEW BOUNTY.
Ryder, Rockland.
aforesaid, be given to all persons and Corporations inloth. Schs Paragon, Shute, Boston; Kate Walker, terested
by serving an attested Copy of said Petition
EKS who enlisted between May 4. and July
Warren, Castlne; Seguin, Hall, Bath.
with this Order thereon, upon the Clerk ot the town of
-2d 1801 lor three years (if not already paid) may
150
SAILED.
selling at
Frankfort, and by posting up the same in three public
now obtain $1410 Bounty by applying In person or by
in said town, and by publishing the same in the
Schs D. K. Arey, Ryan, Boston; Gen. places
letter to
May
GEO.
H.
M.
BARRETT,
Journal
a
Republican
public Newspaper published in said
Meade, Cunningham, do, Yankee Blade, Dailey, Wil- County,
:HV4.{
ROCK POUT, Maine.
said publication and each ot the other notices to
mington: Jaehin, Shute, Rouudout.
be thirty days before the time
appointed for said view,
ltith. Brig Charles Wesley, Gridin Wilmington. Sch
that all may appear and be heard if they think proper.
Enterprise, Tinny, Portland.
Attest—S. L. Mil.LI KEN, Clerk.
ISth. Schs Seguin. Hall, Jacksonville; Boa/., Ryder,
Copy of Petition and < >rder of Court.
Ellsworth.
In
and lower

SHIP

>

Ai.i.nwi;d
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years.

STATE OF MAINE.
,-cpti Bussell, Administrator limes Lam son, James
riAHK undersigned having been appointed by the Gov;»
Lamson, Administrator
JL ernor and Council under authority of Resolves of
\\ ti.i * 1*K«>\ i.i>—James Hull
Natlian I’kilhrick, Lx
A1 v Headaches! Well it may after putting so tin- Legislature, a Commission to investigate charges
against towns tor men not put Into the survice during
on
William K. Chandler: Hosanna J. Chandler, much poison
utoryour hair. Nature's Haii; the war against the rebellion,
hereby give public notice
Restorative stops the ache, restores tin hair to its that
t. teeutrix.
they will be in session at the State House at Augusand makes you feel like a new per- ta, Iron/and after the 2-td day of Mav, instant.
it a u > lv n s A IT* m n ri.
\\ m. II. lo{,rlt!r over Caro- youthful vigor
son.
7."i cents a bottle.
Officers ot such towns as have claims upon the State
2\\ M
1 Dunbar, minor child t*l Win. M. Dunbar, late of
ii.h
tor bonds awarded tor the Equalization of Municipal
tlee.Msetl
Stephen Kami over Cora K. and
P.EST THING FOR COSTIN VNESS, Du. H ap- War Debts, which claims have not been allowed by the
Commission or adjusted by the Adjutant General on the
< Imiies
K. Knowles, minor children of Andrew .1, iiiso.v's Peristaltic Lojk.vgks are warranted in
authority of said Resolves, are not ifted to present such
Knowles, lat'- ol Thorndike, deceased—also over Caroline 1 all cases of Piles and Falling of the Rectum, Dys- claims with the proof by which the same are supported.
h now lea, an insane person Benjamin Rowe over Chris- pepsia, such as Oppressions alter eating, Sout
And all persons who have information in relation to
Stomach, Spitting of Food, also Headache. Dizzi the payment
by towns ot money to brokers and others
liana Rose,child of llollis Al. and Alary E, Rose a divorced
ness, Pain in the Rack and Loins, Sick Headache, for men claimed to be enlisted into the Military or Naval
aiple Alice 1. lVrry over .1. C harles \V. Kerry and ( osteil Tongue, and BiUlousness. For sale at N'n. service of the United States allowed on the war quotas
Ralph M Kerry, minor chihlren of John ('. Kerry late 1 Tremont Temple, Boston, by E. A. Harrison .v of towns by the State and General Government lor
<
which no reimbursement has been allowed by the State,
l.ine.daville, deceased.
Proprietors, and by all Druggists. Mailed for are
requested to appear before the said Commission, and
00 feuts.
I>
*Jm41
MoltlKi FlI.KIt «*N
line hNlAlKS OF—Hugh
give testimony touching said matters.
G. F. TALBOT.
i.tug, Ine o! Brooks; Augustus C. Bennett, late ol
ABRAM SANBORN.
BELFAST PRICES CURRENT.
l'roy, 1 heojdiilus Eaton late ol .Searsport; Charles H.
Iw4f»
SELDEN CONNOR.
Dollict, lute of Morrill Hollis M. Higgins late ol Belfast
< OURKQTED WEKKLY FOR THE JOURNAL.
\< ct>UM>

GOLD & SILVER WATCHES HAS JUST RECEIVED a SPLENDID ASSORTMENT OF

MARY

PKXl 1BSCOT COI'XTY.

Bradford
< orinlli

ii. ( n '<• A
at*.
The plaint ifl
the ■!. thin hint *, win* worn the
'ilil.iiiiir tin Lillopeun A North

•!

..nr

Penobscot
Surry
Alt. Desert
Deer Isle
Gouldshoro
Trenton

.,|

I'M-

<i

irlau.i

H. L. LORD

Cure for Female Weakness.

Isaac II. Thomas.
Sy I vaults T. Mink-.
Loring S. Kevs.
Isaac It. Goodwin.
Samuel Wasson.
William X. Abbott.
F. M. Holden.
G. K. Simpson.
Howland F. Voting.

Itueksport

<

\Y

!»v

iv

;j; iil

•.

diaries K. ltoody.
.1. W. Forsaith.
Hancock county-.

respondent.

.1 «*\v**tt for

eompla'iialit*.

<.\
1111

\

Samuel < Tessoy.
George G. White,
George Brewer,

Westhr. .ok
lirunswiek

THURLOUGH, Judge.

Watches !!

-:o:-

THOMAS

miikri.anp copm y.

llridgton
F'reeport

el

tiers

it.

men ot middle age.
those more advanced in lile, should understand how
the lost powers of manhood may be restored. On these,
and kindred matters, the new medical work entitled
“THE SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-PRESERVATION,’’by l)r. Hayes, of Boston, contains a surprising
Our
amount ot valuable doctrine and information.
readers may judge of the character ot this interesting
volume by perusing the advertisement of the Peabody
Medical Institute, in another column.
splm40

ASA

true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.

Watches !

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot May in after commencing to take it. There is no disease of the
The Confessions of an Invalid.
the year of our Lord 1870.
human system lor which the VEGETINE cannot be used
l^UHLISHED FOR THE BENEFIT OF YOUNG
ALBERT SAWYER, named Executor in with perfect safety-, as it does not contain any metal
L. MEN, and others who sutfer from Nervous Debility,
a certain instrument
ic compound.
For eradicating all impurities of the
to be the last will
purporting
means
one
of self-cure. Written by
etc., supplying the
and testament of John Sawyer, late of Knox, in said blood from the system, it has no equal. It has never
who cured himself, and sent free on receiving post-paid
of Waldo, deceased, having presented said will tailed to oifect a cure, giving tone and strength to the
County
directed envelope. Address,
for Probate.
system debilitated by disease.
NATHANIEL MAYFAIR. Brooklyn N. Y.
Its wonderful effect upon these complaints is surprisOrdered, That the said Thomas, give notice to all per0m42.
sons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
ing to all. Many have been cured by the VEGETINE
published three weeks successively in the Republican who have tried many other remedies. It can well be
Journal printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a
called.
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and ior said
THE GREAT
County, on the second Tuesday of June next, at ten ot
THIS WONDERFUL MEDICINE,made from an In
tlie clock before noon, and shew cause, if
dian Receipe, is entirely vegetable. and is a certain cure.
any they have,
why the same should not be proved approved and allow BLOOD PUR 1 F I ER.
By inclosing a three cent postage stamp, I will send you ed.
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
my Circular, which will give testimonials. Manufactur1*UK I-A UHL) UY
A true copy. Attest—B. 1*. Field, Register.
3\v45
ed and sold by Mrs. Linus Belcher, Randolph, Mass.
Sold by S. C. Goodwin & Co., Hauover Street, Boston,
H. Ii ST RVKNS
At a Probate Court hold at Belfast, within and for the
and by all Druggists.
Boston, Mitss.
PRICE—One Dollar per bottle.
County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday of May in
Prick $1.25. Sold by all Druggists.
the year of our Lord 1870.
Randolph, Mass,, October lo, 1803.
Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year Wo
LONGFELLOW, widow of Nathan Long- by II. R. Stkvkns, in the Clerk’s Office ot the District
Mrs. Belcher—I had been a sufferer for seven years
fellow, late of Palermo, in said County of Waldo, Court of the District of Massachusetts.
before 1 knew about your Medicine. I had no faith, for
:;mi t
1 had tried various kinds of Medicines and several Phy- deceased, having presented a petition that Administration on said deceased’s estate may be granted to E, Nasicians, and was only relieved for a short time. I will than
Longfellow.
cheerfully say to you and the public, I have tried this
Freedom Notice.
Ordered, That the said Mary, give notice to all persons
valuable Female Medicine, and experienced a cure, withinterested by causing a copy ol this order to be publish>R a valuable consideration I have given to my son,
out the aid ot Supporters, from three bottles.
ed three weeks successively in the Republican Journal
Li 1'tiER A. Gkokck, his time, from this date until
Mrs. G. II. Winnett.
Very respectfully,
printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate he shall be of
1
claim none ot his earnMrs, Belcher*
Spending last summer with my Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, ings, nor bo legal age. tor shall debts contracted
responsible
any
by him
M.
who
lives
at
Island
Mrs.
J.
mother-in-law,
Barker,
on the second Tuesday of June next, at ten of the clock
after
this
«late.
A
M
U EL P. G F.<> RGE.
S
f alls, 1 had a chance to test your medicine and find it before
noon, and shew cause, it any they have, why the
1S7U.
avvfV
Frankfort,
April
27,
all it is recommended, and I wish to try it again. 1
praver of said petitioner should not be granted.
send you live dollars for six bottles. Direct to Mrs. S.
ASA TIIURLOUGH, Judge.
A. Barker, Union House, Thornton, N. II.
sp3tn40
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.
Jwl.
I, A I ) I E S

Andrew .1. lterrv.
Alinon s. Piehard-.
Asa S. Townsend.

e.chain

t

••

■ ■

■

Hampton l’age.
l.y man 1*. Goodhue.
It. C. Spaulding.
Henry <>. Perry.

and

Mi

K ni-dii

Kendall

Fort K.ait
Linneus
If .niton
Alva
Smyrna

hits for Mowage.
were tried at tiea-,-ame
time, as the
The
!i..u- Were iu\'e:\ed ill cadi ease.
io.
ini.ieie >'d on Monday of la>t
week and ocI t• *11:
lay-, tin .1 orv rendering a verdiet for
'o.. in in.ilie testimony
-, .latent en Era! >
m>i■
diselo-ed that tile respondent wa> the
\\

■

fn

«m

-dionmed tinally

Court

!■

I

;•

di-eh urged

vM'iv

lid tin

■

everv

a

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

Put siiuno.

I

lUOKi:i:x»n

Would say to tlie Citizens of Belfast,
iie will put on a team this thurs- j JAMES
DAY MORNING, May 19th, and will call at
That
house in the
and
customers with Fish of all

or

miparati\ ely 1 i*_•;111.

••

between the

a Probate Court field at Belfast, within and for the
of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of May
A. D. 1670.
B. WILLIAMS, named Executor, in a ccr
tain instrument purporting to be the last will and
testament of Rosannah Dodge, late of Islesboro, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented said will
for Probate.
Ordered, That the said Williams give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in the Republican
Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the second Tuesday of June next, at ten of
the clock before noon, and shew cause, if any thev have,
why the same should not be proved approved and allowed.

County

city,
.supply
yachts Sappho (American) and Cambiia kinds.
(English) was won yesterday by the former,
ORDERS will be taken and promptly attended to.
owing to the virtual backing out of the Cam- Nice FRESH HALIBUT, will be sold for 8 cts. per lb.
bria.
The Cambria, with her bowsprit Fresh SALMON, Fresh CODFISH, Corned FISH and
LOBSTERS, HALIBUTS FINS, &c, &c.
lengthened two and a half feet to accommo- GROCERIES of all kinds, at the lowest cash price.
date a larger jib, proceeded outside of Nab All ot which will be delivered at every house in the city,
day in the week, from this out.
light shortly after 4 o’clock Saturday morn- everv
His is the oldest established market in Belfast, and as
ing. The Sappho had already arrived. The he holds to the old maxim that *‘a rolling stone gathers
wind was blowing offshore, west-soutliwest, no moss,” he therefore states to the puolic that he is
on hand and expects to be for some time to come.
with considerable sea, though less than antic- still
He will use his utmost exertions to merit the liberal
ipated. The Cambria signalled to the um- patronage that he has eiyoyed for the last eight years.
s°id at whoicsaie &
nSt. Johns Smoked Alewives A.
pires her preference for a triangular course, Retail.
E. DURHAM.
but they refused to grant it. The Cambria
4w4o
I
Belfast, May 19, 1870.
then accepted the proposal to sail sixty miles
to windward, the course to be around CherCAUTION.
bourg breakwater by the western entrance.
my wife CLARA E. SMITH, has left
M r Ashbury won the toss and took the weathmy bed and board without just cause or provocaWHEREAS
er station, and
everything was ready for the tion 1 hereby forbid all persons harboring or trusting
start.
The warning gun was fired at 7.20 A. her on my account, as I shall pay no bills of her contractJOHN T. SMITH.
M. Presently the Cambria signalled, “This ing after this date.
3w45*
Islesboro, May 17, 1870.

!

Victory

races

At

A. E. EtJ IIII AM

SAPPHO AGAIN VICTORIOUS.

COHIHfi!

THREE HUNDRED THOUSAND MORE!!
More or leas of thoae niceHt.
Johns IXOKED lil^ received per Steamer City of Rich
the
mopd, °r
coming aeaaon, ana will be sold at Whole*
They will be sold to the Trad*
at Boston prices, freight and other
expenses off. Country Traders will please send their orders.
The Snbsorlber would say to his friends and patrons,
that he is still in the

nd \i \
MvA/jV/UU

Fish and Grocery Business,

and all tbat will favor him with a call will be used right.
All kind! of fruh and rictl«d Flak constantly
on hand.
SO Bbl., more of that IilMla Reanty Flour Just
received and for sale for 0S.60 per bbl.
A. K. DURHAM.
3W41
Belfast. April 20th, 1*70.

THROUGH

DEATH TO LIFE.

|M» 20)bjrtiscmcnts. i

15V HENRY IIARBArOII.

Ha\

i*

you

heard the tale of the Aloe

plant,

AGENTS

Away in the sunny clime!
l‘»y humble growth of an hundred years

It reaches its blooming time;
And then a wondrous bud at its crown
breaks out into a thousand flowers:
This floral queen, it. its blooming seen,
Is the pride of the tropical bowers,
but the plant to the flower is a sacrifice,
Kor it blooms but once, and in blooming dies.

s

Have you heard the tale of the Pelican,
The Arabs' (iimel el Hahr,
That lives in the African solitudes,
Where the birds that live lonely are!'
Have you heard how its loves its tender young.
And cares and toils for their good?
li brings them water from fountains afar.
And fishes the seas for their food,
in famine it feeds them—what love can devise!—
The blood <1 its bosom, and feeding them dies.

No

FARM ot *21 acres at Burlington, N. J..
tor sale. Large new Cottage, tine high location,
with much bearing fruit; school and station very near.
Terms easy. Particulars sent by E. Morris, Burlington.

I71HAJIT

A Model ZIouso.
Being a cripple, 1 have made house planning a special
study. One huilt last season has proved a model ot convenience, beauty, and economy. Descriptive circulars

ot Plaus, Views, etc., with general intormation of value
to all, sent free. Address (with stamp or script it convenient.'
GEO. .1. COLBY, Architect, Waterbury,
Vermont.

Million Acres

One

OF

SALE, at

and Boston,
ed to

keep

$:i per acre and upwards, lor cash, or
the Iona Bail road Land Co.
built through the Lands, and on all
sides ot them, Great inducements to settlers. Send for
our free Pamphlet.
It gives prices, terms, location;
tells who should com: west, what
they should bring,
what it will cost; gives plans and elevation? of 1« different styles ot ready made houses, which the
Company
furnish at from $230 to $1,000 ready to set up.
Maps
sent if desired.
Address

W. W. WALKER, t ier President.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

selecting such goods
that will meet with ready sales,
and securing the choicest from
Bankrupt Houses. Consequently

SCALES!

SCALES!

MANUFACTURING CO., VT.

ket

HAVING

The

patronage

tory, that
the

have

we

stock and cater to

our

at lower

ever.

CARPETINGS.
just
senting

received

samples repre-

the

large stock in the
Rockland Store, Tapestries selling at $1.50

(ESTABIirSHEl) IMHO.)

per

SAWS of all descriptions. AXES, BELTING and
MILL FUKNISHINGS.
CIItGULAK SAWS with
Solid Teeth, or with Patent Adjustable Points,
to all Inserted Teeth Saws.

♦^Prices lledured.^
A#“Sen'i for Price List and Circulars..JEt
WELCH & GRIFFITH!.
Boston, Mass., or Boiroit. JVlich.

Inventors who wish to take out Letters Patent arc adto counsel with MUNN & CO., editors of the
Scientific American, who have prosecuted claims before
the Patent Office for over Twenty Years. Their American and European Patent Agency is the most extensive
in the world.
Charges less than any other reliable
agency. A pamphlet containing full instructions to inventors is sent gratis.
MUNN & CO., 37 Park Row, New York.

Aromatic

time to feast the soul, the eyes.
To wateli eaeh bird that passes.
And half >urmise that birds are wise,
A lid men are only asses ;
And then to turn and raise the load
With weary shoulders bending.
And take the old, well-beaten road.
That h ad*—unto the ending.

have been added to

tirely

A

and marked

$1.25

Du. Langley’s Hoof unit ll«‘rl» Bittern area
sure remedy lor Liver Complaint in all its
forms, Humors of the Blood and Skin, Scrofula,
Dyspepsia, Costiveness, Indigestion, Jaundice, Headache and Billious
Diseases, General Debility, &c., They eleanse the system, regulate the bowels, restore the appetite,
the blood, strengthen the body, and thoroughly prepare
it to resist diseases of all kinds. GEO. C. GOODWIN
& CO., Boston. Sold
all Druggists.

purify

Poplins

Steamer and
-STEAMKK-

City of Richmond

E. HESSUOX.
ri^ll 10 STEAMER CITY OF
RICHMOND. having
X- been put in complete order the past winter, is now
making her regular thrice weekly trips between Portland and landings on the Penobscot Kiver and
Bny,
leaving Portland every Monday, Wednesday and Friday
at 10 o’clock, 1*. M.,or on the arrival of the
Kxpress
train Irotn Boston.
Leaving Belfast on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday mornings at it o’clock.
be
will
tioketed
Passengers
through to Boston and all
intermediate stations, arriving the same evening.
The ltiehmond is one of the strongest and safest boats
ever built, of remarkable
speed, clean and comfortable.
Passengers are assured that every pains will betaken to
insure their comfort and gaiety.
•.Bellas*, April 2~,1W0.
t!42
H n.

just

pair.

GOODS.

It is far the best Cathat once relieves and invigorates all the vital functions, without causing injury
to any of them. The most complete success has long attended its use in many localities; and it is now offered
to the general public with the conviction that it can
never fail to accomplish all that is claimed for it.
It
little or no pain; leaves the organs free from
irritation, and never over taxes or excites the nervous
system. In all diseases of the skin, blood, stomach,
bowels, liver, kidneys,—of children, and in many difficulties peculiar to women, it brings prompt relief and
certain cure. The best physicians recommend and prescribe it; and no person who once uses this,.will voluntarily return to the use of any other cathartic.
Sent by mail on receipt ol price and postage.
1 Box,
.Postage <5 cents
5 Boxes, 1.00.“
is
12
2.25.“
M

produces

in

and after Monday, April 4th

minln

katahdin,

at

selling

hemmed, selling

having it
imitation

suffered with Catarrh thirty
L years, and waa cured in six weeks by n simple
remedy, and will send the receipt postage free to all oiDieted. Address Kev. T. J. MEAD, Drawer 170 Syracuse, N. Y.

HfWWMMiJLB.—I

and Womanhood.—Essays lor
Venn* Men, free, in sealed envelopes. HOWARD
MAWHOOB

Ucfo ^bbcrttscmcnis.

FASCHNATION
OR SOUL
CHARMING.—40o pages; cloth. This wonderful
book has full instructions to enable the reader to fascin
ate either sex, or any animal, at will. Mesmerism
Spiritualism, and hundreds of other curious expert
ments. It can be obtained by sending address, with dos
to T. W. EVANS & CO., No. 41 South Eight!

begins Aug. 29. Apply

(PAIfiUD Bum
column piiper, Udger size, illustrated. ’AJ"|e
STA1
Devoted
Sketches, Poetry
Sketehes,

*
u

h«.«,
Poetry, lsris
Wit,'Humor',
genuine fun. No°n»ns<
kind!, and to the exposure of Swiodlins
Only T5 cts. a year, and a superb racrav
In* Evangeline 11-2x2 leet^gratis, lO.OOOclrcuSdioo
Money refunded to nil who a*k it. It is wide-awake
tearless, truthful, 'fry it uew. fi cga. n year
Specimens THEE. Address "BANNER,” Hinsdale

(of

a sensible
H umbugs, Ac.

Pa.

Street, Philadelphia.

♦»

or

travel in the United

HOWARD,

T.

half

see

the

largest stock of

LOOK

CHAMBER
SETS, ETAUKKES,
WHAT-NOTS, Ac., Ac.
our

mmw

■

tuts

per

Thread, (200 yds.) 3

SETS, BEDSTEADS,
can

spool.

chine thread 8 cts. per

spool.

that will

prices
please
and
lower
than at any
chaser,

the pur-

an«l all part* WKkT anti *0(111 WEST!
THROUGH '.'RAINS LEAVE DAILY, from Bangor,
and Portland, and
on arrival ot Steamers from Bangor and St. John, makas
ing direct connection, without stopping, to all
above; thus avoiding HOTEL EX BENSES and HACKING in crowded Cities.
Wagg-aye checked through, oithnut cliauge
At Refreshment Rooms, end tor Sleeping Cars,
American mo ley is received at par from
passengers

Skowhegan, Farmington, Augusta,

city

JOBBERS.
Country Merchants

attention

of

to the

job
lots that will be disposed
of at lower prices
than they can be

1.1. n 14 a t !•: i)

Spectacles

Invigorator

Removes from the system the 111 effects caused by the exeessvc use ot alcholic liquors, and ettectually destroys
the
appetite for these stimulants. It gives tone to debilitated mucous aurtacos. Effete matter is removed lroin
the system, thereby restoring it to normal healthlul condition. As a medicine it is quick and effectual, curing
cases of Dyspepsia, Kidney Comji the mostandaggravated
all other Derangements of the Stomach and
plaints,
Bowels in a speedy manner. This elegant preparation
A

see

these

Goods,

and be convinced that Simonton
Bros. & Co. recognize the motto

or

SIMONTON BROS.
BELFAST, Maine.
039,

No. 11 Phoenix Row.

1

CO.

.•

DR. FOSTER'S

Instant Relief from Pain!

Rellovos

1*1 BI.1SHK!)

PATENTED, May 18,
By Mail $1.00.
J.
LEWK, Proprietor,
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nary works oi Thysiologv ev»
Then
published.
nothing whatever that the Makkikh or Si.v.ii.
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even can
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in one ol tin* most learned uni i>• »i»ul;ir
of the day, and i. entitled to the
gratitud.
for these invaluable production.'-. D
mbe ais aim to induce men and women t<- avoid tin run
oi those diseases to which
m subject, and b,
1.11
them just how and when to do It.
itrim
,t
ay ks

they

cley Farmington, Are., Sept.

I
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The extraordlnay success of hr. Haves has
the envy ot a set of pretenders to imdicul skiil. wi,
purloin the matter, and even chapter titles, in.m
works, and advertise themselves falsely and absurdly
members of medical societies i:» 1 midon,
Edinburg
and Paris, which they never saw
Hut Midi tran^pan-nt
tricks cun never alienate from him the intelligent p..f
tlon of the community, who mom learn t.
di-iingui• !.
between the scientific practitionei and tin
on h
,ll(l
brainless quack.

Price of SCIENCE OF I 111 fine I'll 1 dnl nut
WOMAN AND IIF.lt DIM,ASKS.
| „ ,UI
morocco, full gilt, f'..Co. Postage paid.

becoming dray, OF
Dandruff Is ley

removes

cool and refreshing to the
head, checks the Hair from
Either book sent by mail on
receipt of pne.
falling oft, and restores it to a great extent when prenut
Address Thk Pica body Mi no ai 1 ns 1111 n
turely lost, preveuts Headaches, cures nil Humors. 1
or
cutaneous eruptions, and unnatural heat.
Dk. HAYEs, No. 4 Hultlnch
Street, Boston.
SMITH, Patentee, Groton Junction,! N. B. -Dr.
If. may bo consulted iu strictest confidence
Mass. Prepared only by PROC TER BROTH- i
KR.fi, Gloucester, Mass. The Genuine is put up in a ; on all diseases requiring skill,
secresy and experience
panel bottle, made expressly for it, with the name of the I INVIOLAHI.K Ski kksy
andCkhtain RlllM. 1)11
article blown in the glass. Ask your Druggist for Nature’s Hair Restorative, and take No Other.
Sold at Wholesale by W. F. Phillips &Co., Port- !
land, Me., and at Retail by all the Druggists in the Statf, I
B. SWAN Sc CO., having purchased Die
and elsewhere.
0m40
Stores, Storehouses and Wharf ot || ,|. f\ N
are
now opening an entire new .stuck
DEKSON, Jit.,
BONNET BLEACHERV consisting In part of the following articles.
COHN. GRANULATED St OAK, JANA co|-m
BONNETS and HATSkblcttched or colored, I
FLOUR, COFEEE
kin
and made into Die latest styles promptly and neat !
HAVANA
PORK,
JAPAN HlA
ly. Men and Boys .Straw and Pnuama Hats bleached, I
ST. JAGO
BEEF,
OOLONG
colored and shaped.
MUSCOVADO
LARD,
RAISINS
We have also a lot of men aud boys Canton Straw*
SPICKS, SAL I DAIS, FISH Ac.
TOBACCO,
Hats to be sold very low.
A lull and complete assortment of
Groceries, winch w«
invite purchasers to call and examine, and we will
Goods to be sold
m

niglit.

In going to TBaKDON on Wednesday's forenoon
be wRl pass through H AL 1)0 and KgOX Corner
and returning Thursday througli WOYTV »g,l,|
Centre and MOBBIIi,arriving home Tliursday noon
Persons and mares coming from a distance, will b
entertained FBIE, at my house and stable durini1
llini* efnn
their
stay.
above IIUIBC
horse IS
is Ua thorough bred “CEYDEI
MBs B ■ ■ BLrn
The JUUYC
h A V W II
.4
!_«
n.1 at n.rml
■•AldE,” and was imported at great expense by Jamc
BHt JliHTCK, ei
nnw
e>
Higgins.<. Esq., irom IIEW
pressly to improve the breed of horses in this viclnit
This horse is Eight Years old this Spring, weigl:
1,400 pounds, and is claimed to be a perlect mad
horse in every respect. For draught or the road, th
horse has no superior, lie combines immense
powe:
with light easy and graceful action. In order to enab
all who desire to improve their Stock, to avail then
selves of the services of this horse, I have concluded 1
reduce the price, and to warrant lor $10.00.
FORD GAY, Gay Farm.
8W4L*
Belfast, April loth, 1*70.
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SEND £88 A

CIRCULAR

New York Office 27 BEEKMAN ST.

’yy^rwA'mJitfe, id. b.,

PHYSICIAN, suite SON >t AC CO V C1IEIt
UOULSTONE’S BLOCK,
Searsport, Maine.
REFERENCES; Dr. Buchanan, Philadelphia, Dr.
Henderson,

Stockton.

4w42.

NOTICE.

WILLIAM

LADIES

$6^~Millinery
gardless of Cost.
Belfast,

S. A. Itl.ACIv & CO
March 29, lts.'u.
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Transparent and clear ns cryhtal, it will not soil the
fabric-perfectly SAFE,CLEAN and EFFICIENT
L°NG souGHT TOR, and FOUND
It restores and
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11 v

arising

I im

appendix,

b
Contains No LAC SULPHUR-No
SUGAR OF LEAD No LITHARGE No NITRATE OF SILVER, and is entirely free from
the Poisonous and Health-destroying Drugs used in other
Hair Preparations.
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should be without these valuable book
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medical works ot Dr. Albert it. Hayes.
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l h
.k
arc- ot actual merit, and should find a "place m
telllgent family. They are not the cheap onl. .>t .ihumn.
able trash, published by irresponsible parti.
and
chased to gratify coarse tastes, but an writienl v
sponsible professional gentleman ol cinincm,
source ef instruction on v itai
matters.concerning w hi.
lamentable iguoranee exists,
tin- import n.i mi..,,-,
presented aretreated with delicacy,ability and can u.-i
as an
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Treat is..

oNDltlA, and all othi

Aak your Druggist for it, and if he has net got if, he
■will order it for you.
Manufactured by the Franklin Medical
Association,
No. vis Winter St., Ronton, Maas.
This Association are also Proprietors and Manufacturers of Dr. Foster’s justlv celebrated Catarrh Remedy,
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Sprains, Dysentery.

be

very few days. So invariably certain is this new mode
ol treatment, that most obstinate complaints virld under
it, and the atllicted person soon rejoices in perfect health.
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in the
cure of diseases of women than
any other physician in
Boston.
Boarding accommodations for patients who may wish
to stay in Boston a few days under his treatment.
Dr. Dow, since 1845, having confined his whole attention to an office practice for the cure of Private Diseases
and Female Complaints, acknowledges no superior in the
United States.
N. B.—All letters must contain one dollar, or they will
not be answered.
Office hours from 8 a. m. to y p. w.
Boston J uIv 25 18t>J.
Iy4

1000
THE

are

Bites and Stines,

o

menstrual derangements, are all treated on new
pathological principles, and speedy relief guaranteed in a

■ LLI

'!

■.

BILKINUH STKI I. I Bn.MnN
Opposite Kever- House.

No. i

Efects

CAUTION

.41

PEABODY

Its

Helfatt. Maine,

KHK

contain

nuwt

MANHOOD AND WOMANHOOD

lsf.o.

’yj

IhKliroti

All letters requiring advice
insure an answer.
Boston. Jan. 1 lHTo—lyr

HENDERSON

u.«
one

Ladies, call and

j

the most Distressing cases of Phthisic in a few minutes.
Inhaled with the breath, it goes directly to tin l.ungs
and air cells, md relief is immediate and certain.

t«0

he obtained
.r
or
traction .1 it
It i- thus that in.n.
amounts tor exp. n

may

on hand of all sizes, from two l'eet to six feet six
United States,
All letters requiring ad. o
mu * .■,,nt n,.
u
il.dla:
%% 4L11
('AUHlETH al\vi\s on hund, or mad« ;
Insure
an nnsw
to order, and trimmed in thel.ATKST STY1.K.
Address Dk. L. Di\, N... :! Ei du ott m i.
..n
m
Boston Jan.
IK <
ir
1* till* WOO II (’ .4 flK ETA, ready made,at 1.0 W
P1UCE8.
TUK LA DIMS.
The celebrated Dll. I
DIN
X particularly invites all Ladies who ue. d .1
( OIFIMM CUE4P.
to
call
at
his
I
t
adviser,
Surgical
mi.o.tt
Boston, Mass., which they will find arranged tor
spedal accotnniodalion,
C. I>. FIELD,
tllH
A. B. MATHEWS.
DK. D1X having devoted over twenty w ars to thiparticular branch oi the treatment .d all disc.,peculiar
to females, it is now conceded hv
both in this conn
try and Europe,) that he excels Mother V
loners in the safe, speedy .and ticctu .l tr. uim. ni ..t u
female complaints.
His medicines are prepared with the express
purpos
of removing all diseases, such as debility, w akin
uii
natural suppressions, enlargement-. o( the uomfi, .1
discuarges which flow from u morbid state oi th. blo.»i
The Doctor is now fully prepared to treat in his
pcculnu
style, both medically and surgically, all di.-eas.,.| it,,
female sex, and they are respectfully in\ ited to call at

Phthisic !

wine-glass lull before eatyears.
good appetite, and prevent all suffering
250 CONGRESS ST., Portland, Me.
from indigestion. Ladies of weak and delicate constitutions should take the Invigorator three times a day. A
AND SIAIM.ES, Agents lor the
wine glass lull before retiring will insure sweet and rc
State of Maine.
We have just arrived in
; freshing sleep. All the proprietor asks is a trial, and to I PORTLAND with a full supply of the celebrated
induce this he has put up the Invigorator in pint bottles mveilMITl
MLEmcINEA. These Curaat 50 ceuts—quarts, $1.00 principal Depot, 15 Central tives are the favorite
prescriptions of the New York
wharf, Boston. Sold by all druggists.
Medical University. What may seem almost incredible
Sold in Belfast by ft. A. HOH Kh & CO.
is the
astonishing rapidity with which they cure dis
lu Stockton, by JOI1X J*. A511H and MRM.
eases hitherto considered incurable.
A valuable Book
E. KIMB tU.
1)5
lree, containing important Physiological information
for everybody. Agents wanted in
every town in the
State. Wo would be pleased to communicate with any
one desiring an agency for the sale of the
JR. ( OOPEH is still at the old stand ot
University
Medicines.
F. I*. IIENDEIISON, M. D., Consulting Physician,
HALLS & COOPER,
cases
cured
by Contract. Medical Advice, free. Otlice
where he will keep constantly on hand a good nssorthours, from 8 o'clock in the morning to 8 o’clock in the
ment of J^uniUer, Cemeai, Llnii*, Hand and
evening. Address all letters to
IIair, also Corn, Flour and Groceries.
HENDERSON & STAPLES, Agents,
Thankful for past lavors lie respect!ully solicits a conM. It, COOPER.
University Branch, 250 Congre ss St.,
tinuance of the same.

had in the Western Markets.

that the “u-uul iee'

so

churge8 are very moderate. Commun.Vut ions t. r.-t
confidential, and all may rely on him with the rdiLi.necrecy and confidence. whatev.
may tie the di-.
ditiou or situation of any one, married or
single.
Medicines sent by M liland I
t
all pot.-

LEWIS’ INUAI.ANT, for the 1‘htlii.lc,

Always

it

rjM)

joints

M.

the

:il way a

l»y an* oilier route, from
MAINE, to Detroit, Cliica^o, California,
*1, Paul, Ml. JLoui*. !?liln mikee. Cincinnati.

other

has stood the test ot
ing will give a

is a penny earned.”

on

METALLIC .‘CASES

the WEST!
LEN.'i tknn

Phthisic!

and gives

i.j

DK. DI.VS

WOW, Physician and Surgeon, No. 7 Enihcott St., Boston, is consulted
daily lor all diseases incident to the female system.
Prolapsus Uteri or
Falling ol the Womb, Fluor Albus, Suppression, and

jyt*For Sale at CALVIN 11 ERVEY’S, Agent, Belfast.
1115
JAMES EMERY, Jeweler, Bucksport.

Soft Finished Ma-

Bank

Price 75 cts.

LAZARUS & MORRIS’

relies upon Mi:in

uostrumB.

buy

A. B. MATHEWS.

Dr. Ham’s Aromatic

remedy, he

patients, in Tills, Drops, &c., so the .Nostrum
maker, equally ignorant, adds to his so-called ExtractSpecific, Antidote, &c., both relying upon its e’h
curing u lew in a hundred.it is trumpeted in v.mouways throughout the land: bul.ala-•id.'
nothing
the balance, some of whom die, others grow w..rjr mo
are leit to linger and sutler for months or
years, unii!
lieved or cured, it poss»ibk,b> coiupeteut physician
BUT ALL QUACKS AKK .NOT Di.NoliWl

proleasedly curing, or ‘the dollar,
maybe obtained for the nostrum.
are deceived, also, and spend large
tneuts with quackery.

DR.

rents

other
to all his
uo

Ho. 21

and EYE GLASSES.

Ward’s

Ub
Ql AUK. 1HX lOlIS AMI
NOSTHUM-MAK EILS.
Through the ignorance oi the Quack Doctor, knowing
lUflUKAftLK

THE TIME TO DEPOSIT.

made

DEPOSITS

To Females in Delicate Health.

COTTON.

N?Y

Car'taring

:

Unfailing Eye Preservers.

Perfected

«,

>n..

Savings

MAhERS,

lhrough false certificates and references, and recommend
atious of their medicines by the dead, who cannot
^poor contradict them ; or who.
besides, f. further th. ir in.
positions, copy from medical books, much tl. it is vy nti. n
of the qualities and -ff- cts ot different h< rb-, and
plant
an»l ascribe all the same to their Pills, Extract-,,
Speeim
&C.. most of which, it not all, contain
Mercury, becun
of the ancient belief of it?, “curing everything but i.,w
known to “kill more than is cured,
and the ..
i killed, constitutionally injured for life.

orbotore the 1st ot December
January, February, March or April, will be maced
on
interest
the
1st
of
each month.
upon
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known t
Deposits received daily at the Hanking Itoom, from t> someouack doctors and nostrum makers, yet, regard!. -.*
to Id A. M., and d to 1 P. M. Saturdays Irom'Jto Id A M
ol the life un i health ol others, there are those
among
JOHN II. QUIMBY, Treas.
ASA EAUNCE, Prest, them who even perjure themselves, contradicting giving
Belfast, Nov. 35, lBiil).
mercury to their patients, or that it Is contained in theltfld

|

at 8 cents.

c; ]•:
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“A penny saved

'Trunk

Square, Bangor.
H. SHAt KELL. Gen’l Passenger Agent, Montreal.
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
WM. FLOWERS Eastern Agent, Bangor.
ot the
Tickets lor Salt in Belfast by
JOHN S. CALDWELL.

larfp- stock of COMMON EURNI-

and
prices, so cheap that all
to be undersold in tile State.

QUACK

N(>STRCM

|

SIDE-BOARDS,

ace our

and not
LOOK

25 cents.

SPOOL

ALL POINTS

Ticket* at looewt rate* via (lotion. Nen
1 ork Centiral. Ilutfalu. and Detroit.
THROUGH TICKETS can be procured :it all tin
Principal Ticket Otliees in New England, New Bruns
wick, and at the Company's cilice, No. 22, West. Mark, t

! I.OOk at till Cjuality and prices of our
CUSTOM MADE WALNUT and CHESTNUT

at

a

or

unir

Jeweller, BELFAST

NOW

CHICA G 0,
WEST! VIA'THF"

Furniture

J TUBE, PINE CHAMBER
rOOK
TABLES, CHAIRS. Ac., Ac.

WARNING TO THE PUBLIC. that, “quick sales and small profit”
tubular well, must produc
PARTIES using
is for the mutual advantage of us all.
from Stephen Wait,
ALLlicense receipt
hi
tubular

well other tha
agents. Any persons having a
the above will have to pay a royalty of
for infringe
meat. Good, pure water obtained in one hour by usln
Waite’s Psleat Water Well. |3II a day mad
lh the business.
Those wishing exclusive rights ii
States and counties, apply at once. Tools used cost bu
a trllle.
Full printed instructions sent. Circulars free
Deeds sent by Express, collect on delivery, to any sec
tion. Any one can do this business after rending in
structions. All patties dealt honorably with. STE
PHEN WAITE, Patentee, New Bedlord, Maas.

long experience, practice,ami ot--. rvati.ui.
AFFLICTED AND UNFOR’I I ,\.\ I I
be not robbed and add to your
sufferings in belli- q.
,j
by the lying boasts, misrepresentations, t il-, '"..,.
and pretentions of
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS
who know little ot the nature and character ot w.
Diseases, amt less to their cur,-. Some
\hibit for
Diplomas of Institutions or Colleges, which never ,-xi-d,
in any part ol the world; others exhibit
ot th
Diplomas
Dead, how obtained, unknown, not only a—umin^ an
advertising in names of those insert, d in the dipCnMibut to turther their imposition assume name- ,>t ,,j i„.,
by rated physicians long since dead. Neither be iso

111.
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holding through tickets.
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ASSOCIATION, Box I', Philadelphia,
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Spring't’o.,

and

TO

Grand

finished, cloth-lined button

We would call

Known Since 1829,

Will asalie Ins Trips
Belfast
MONDAY am
I HL nSfcfJ4.—Leaving
RSDA Y, nt 2 o’clock P. M. every
Keturnmg-ieaves Boston every TUESDAY and FBI
J ° clock
**• M-i until lurther not lie.
tl W
GEO. G. WELLS, Agent.

rfir

No restriction upon residence
States or Europe.
SAMUEL

Now

GODDS

FARE reduced

CALIFORNIA,
AND

No. 11 HKKN1K ROW,

*

ShouM occasion require you to purchase
Fahnestock’s Vermifuge, he particularly careful to see that the initials are It.
A. This is the article that has been so

Spring Arrangements for 1870.

Chicago,

by C. HERVEY, Watchmaker

1870

1 N T O

B. A.

on
an

...— -1

_4.

nuities.
This provision is in addition to the ordinary non-forMICHIGAN CENTRAL, Southern, or Detroit uml
feiting character of the Policies of this or any other Milwaukee Railroads !
Company. Policy holders participate in the profits of
Til
HOUGH EXPRESS TRAINS DAILY, making
the Company, and are allowed thirty days grace, for the
direct connection between PORTLAND and ('ll ICAGO.
payment of renewal premiums,
THROUGH TICKETS TO CANADA, California, and
Dividends applied at the option of the assured.

and

LINEN

other store in the

BOSTON & LOWELL.

WINDERS AND KEY WINDERS.

—

—

For Sale

NEW YORK

department.
yd.

UKAIMATIt IHYsUlAN
IN BlM’nN.

YEARS
♦ ngaged in treatment of
Special Diseases, a fact s » ,v<
know u te many ( Itizens,
Publishers, Merchants, H «i,
Proprietors, Ac., that he is much recommended and * ,•

1

C. D. FIELD.

all

at

Favorably

FROSTED

THR ONLY KKlil LAU
ADVERTISING
nVKNh

®£g"WATCH No. 10S0, Stem Winder—hearing Trade-Mark, Frederic Atherton A Co.. Marion, X. J.,” inaniilaeiuivd by Cnited States Wateh Co. has
heen carried by me from December, 1S(»S, to January 17th, 1870; it> total variation being only Deo sprnmfs in the entire time.
iNew ioi*k, <ian. n,
I., h. < hi i i i'.ndi:\, I»;ito
liegistrr l s. Treasury.
Utica, N. V. Feb. I k, 1870.
Frederic
Watch No. 1124—bearing Trade-Mark,
\\ atch Co., has been carried
*•
by me six months; its toWatch
No.
Favetto
2t517—bearing Trade-Mark,
Atherton &Co.»” manufactured by the U. S. Watch Co.
mean
hei llg Ollly eight SCCOnds
manufactured by l
S. Watch I'tr
nnrn!rAa!i°U
|,.r°In.been tnivt-Mimr
tlIn^ ui'
has been carried by me seven months; its total variation Stratton, Marion, N. J
month. Have
o,ra....h
per
has
been
carried
me
1'its
total
variathrough
different secmonths;
travelling
by
from mean time being only six seconds. A. L. DENNIS, Co.,
tions of the country, from New V(
* ork to tialvaston. TexI tiou from mean time being tiiteen seconds.
—;J
President N. J. It. R. & T. Co.
as. and back, by steamer and railroad.
i..
J.
V
V.
C.
&
RICE
ROOM
N.
II.
U.
K.
AN,
Engineer
Watch No. 1125, Stem Winder—bearing Trade-Mark,
oi Whitney &, Rice, i:«j
Watch No. Iu:i7 Stem Winder—bearing Trade-Mark,
Broadway, N V
Frederic Atherton & Co., Marion, N, J.,” manufactured
I
Frederic
&
Atherton
N.
inanulacturJ.,'1
Co., Marion,
Sunm;ky, lVnn., Eeb,
1869
by United States Watch Co., has been carried by me
WAir" No.
1170—bearing Trade-Murk,
14 months; 0 months of that time at sea. and in all the ed by U. S. Watch Co., lias been carried by me since
Frederic
Atlie.lon & eo., Marion,
mauulnctured by I', y.
various climates of Europe. During that time and since June, 18(17, its total variation from mean time being onh r
has been carried by me the three
HENRY SMITH,
ly live seconds per month.
my return it has not varied one second per week.
months
it> total variation Irom mean
Trfcas. Panama R. K„ 88 Wall Street,
time brine only
II. LASSING, Manager Knickerbocker Life Insursecond;
that time II. UK
during
Watch
No.
U.
S.
Trade-Mark,
12012—bearing
FANCY, engineer P& K. K it
ance Co., 1G1 Broadway, N. Y.
Watch Co., Marion, N. .J ,” manufactured by United
“
11"'" -bearing Trade Mark,
Utica, N. Y., Feb. 15,1870.
“Frederic
‘N’!’,'Va,"
WATCH No. 1058, Stem Winder—bearing Trade-Mark, I States Watch Co., hast been carried by me live months ; Atherton & Co., Marion, N, .1.," manulactured
by l s
“Frederic Atherton & Co., Marion, N. .1.,” manufactur- its total variation from mean time being only twelve
ChTled by uu
me ‘‘‘^ven
eleven months;
its
v‘l“u."
mouths;
‘arb°‘'n
seconds.
GEO.
General
Eastern
.‘lriilt
irtti
mm
Passenger
LOVIS,
total
\
urhition from mean time
ed by U. S. Watch Co., has been carried by me twenty
seven
being
only
seconds
in the entire time.
Toldo, Wabash & Western Railway.
A. II. KING, 7 Park
months; its total variation from meantime being live Agent,
Place,
Watch
No.
Frederic
1250—bearing Trade-Mark,
K1:,S“C Co’“B
/. C. PRIEST,
seconds per mouth.
N. .1.
Atherson & Co., Mar on, N. J.,” manufactured by U. S.
Asst. Supt. N. Y. ( & II. K. R.

prices has

Cotton Cloths & Prints,

And purchasers must insist
if they do not wish to have
forced upon them.

WATCHES, PENDANT

NICKEL AND

13

HON. L. E. CHITTENDEN’S Certificate.

GOOD AGENTS WANTED

marked down

arrived

Mild, Certain. Sale, Efficient.
artic remedy yet discovered, and

Iaine

DR. DIX

YORK.

And GILES, BROTHER & CO., 142 Lake Street,

President.
J. I. WATTS, Cener.il Agent, South Brook*. Me.
Charles Austin,
]
Burton Foster,
|
Fred Cushman,
> Special Agents.
Ceo. Mayo,
-'1
Feed Pitcher,
J

holes, selling TWO boxes for

FOR

NEW

hear each oth.
u*.

never see or

boldly asserts,! and it cannot be contradicts <1, xcept b
quacks, who will say or do anything, evm perjure them
selves, to impose upon patients, that he

Wholesale Rooms, 13 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK,

Especial

LINEN HANDKERCHIEFS

Linen

CAUTION.

On

-•!

PAPER COLLARS.

SANFORD’,^

Independent

w......

fTMlIS Company issues all kinds of Life and Endowattention is
X ment Insurance Policies.
called to a new provision, contained in Policies issued
by this Company, by which after the payment of five or
more annual premiums, they may be converted into An-

their value.

by

Railroad,

„.

O.'l William

CIIAS. DHKKI.VG, Master.
WILL leave Railroad Wharf,

Through by

—-...

offered in this city. EAULOU SUITS
LATEST STYLES
.1 U S T
O 1J K N 1 N U

DAMAGED

LE WIST ON,

Quickest and Easiest Route to Boston!

«*

»»

ever

“Buy Me, and I’ll Do You Good.” have

loot ni .Slat.- street,
I’ortlnnd, every Tuesday and Friday
evening, at 10 o’clock, or on arrival of Ktcprass train
from Boston, tor Machiaspurt;
touching at Rockland
<
nstinc, Deer Me, Scdgivick, Mi. Desert, Miflbridgeand
Jo lies port.
Returning will leave Machiasport every Monday and
I hursday Morning at
o’clock, touching at the above
nained landings; arriving In Portland same
night.
For further information inquire ot
KOS- a srt 1MVANT, 1?‘> Commercial St.
or, CYRUS STUDIVANT, (jm’l Agent.

LANE,

arranged that patients

MOVEMENT'S.
ticulurty to
The liner grades all having three pairs Conical Pivots. C’u|» Jeweleil, in €»»olol Setting-*. and accurately adjusted to
Heat, CoUVand /‘on
‘tuition ; and all, even
STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
in the cheapest grades, have the STRAIGHT LINK Kacapentent, with Exposed Pallet Jewels, and Hardened and Tempered Hair Springs ; and for our h
late improvement in
To avoid and escape* imposition ot
ST KM WINDING mechanism we claim a STKKXG Til, SI AH'LICIT)', and SYfOO 77/.V KSS hitherto unattained in any other manufacture, at home
foreign and n.au.
..wiiiC or abroad,
more
Minute
on
full
quacks,
numerous in Boston than in ofhn hrall
in
Diamond
Set
and
hand,
lines,
Cases,
Repeaters, Independent 1-4, 1-5 Split and Fly-back Seconds, for
Constantly
Gold, Silver,
Magic
sizes,
taking cities,
three different times, lor timing horses, Artillerymen. &e,
DR. DIX
4t*r Price List furnished the trade on application, enclosing business card. For sale by tin* trade generally. Beware ol worthless
imitations, with which the country is proudly refers to Professors
Hooded. Insist oil a certificate ol genuineness lrom those ot whom you purchase, and see that the words, Mauion. N. J., are engraved on the
amt
plate over the main spring many of whom consult him in respectable Phvsieianbarrel. All others are spurious.
critical cases, becau-t
his acknowledged skill and
reputation, attained thn.ua:.

en-

prices.

from 55c to 28c per

the Delicate Skin of Ladies and Children.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

For

MTEAHBR

<)l all the Grades
of AMERICAN

MANUFACTURERS

and fresh

to 87c per

perfect slaughter

May.

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK.

MAIDEN

1) r24

down from

DRESS

Nice

AKIt\NGEMENT.

ANI) JOBBERS

a'mMi’co'

olovbs.

been made in this

For IVIt. Desert & Machias.

13

so

Recollect, the only entrance to his ofliee is Xo. 11

ing no connection with his residence, coiHrquentli n
family interruption, so that on no account can my jr-,.i
hesitate applying at his otllce.

m.sin

large assortment constantly on
hand, every pair warranted

Vegetable Soap-

will not loquacious people
hairu that silence is sometimes more
eloquent
'h:m words?
Phoeian calls loquacious peoASK
or
for
Dru»<riai
your Doctor
robbers
<*i
and
lime,
pl«*
4AKT1 TV■ I¥E—it equals (bitter) (Quinine,
compared them to SWEET
M
fd
&
Farr
New
York.
by
Stearns,
Co.,Chemists,
empt y hogsheads, which sounds louder than
full ones.

stocks,

our

designs,

new

kid

A

Why

Is

UNITED STATES WATCH CO.,

THE

AND FIXTURES LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
—OF—

CURTAINS

I1/1I1CT Af*U£C forced to grow in six weeks,
mlllla I AvlICo Receipt sent for AO ctn. Address H. RICHARDS, Box WSO, New York P. O.

A

OP

THE EXCELSIOR

PATENTS.

vised

i" the lime of pleasant
things.
When Love makes up his i>sues,
And hearts well up, like hidden .spring',
From rusted cells and tissues—
A time to hear at break of day
A silver-eborused matin—
A liquid fretwork in crochet.
Vn atmospheric satin—

SALES-ROOM

yard.

Goods at reduced

II

comp ANY,

GILES. WALES & CO
IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS,

GRIFFITHS,

Saws! Axes! Saws!

Tic- moon all night, serene and white,
»>n lake and stream is glowing,
W hile rippling fountains seek her light
Through woodland valleys Mowing;
And all night long a low. sweet song
Sweeps o’er the misty hollow.
From m:.r>h and fen, from hill and glen.
From brook, and field, and fallow.

prices

nil. la. DIA'g
PRIVATE MEDIC A I, OFF It E
*1 Kwllcutt Itreet. Homoii w.«%«

_u

PLUMMER & WILDER,
144 Tremont Street, Host on.

superior

WATCH
(GILES, WALES & CO. MARION, N. J.

both

resolved,

THE

**-*“

Butterickfs Patterns.

In joyous gratulation,
The low of kine i< mingled with
1 lie >ong of lark and sparrow.
And fallow Holds are growing blithe
beneath the plow and harrow.

have received

we

public taste,

than

AND

chime of treble swells

UNITED

■

the first year from the public, has
been so encouraging and satisfac-

HOWE SEWING MACHINES

rhythmical ovation.

mar-

prices-

Have

&

to the lowest

OF

.imuii

purchased the patents, stock and good
will ot the Hamiison Beale Company, offer
tor sale Scales of every description ot tiie NABPAOI
and HOWE Patents.
Constantly cn hand and for sale by
A. A. FRAXAR A CO..
1IO Federal Bt., Boston.
Sol General Agents for New England and Canada.]

WELCH

WORKS

BOTH

correspond

Feet Front—Iron and Glass,

250

are

to increase
THE BRANDON

.■*

member of this

one

of the time,

to

SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS:
Mercurial Affections: Eruptions and all disown of tin
Skm; Ulcers of the Nose, I Throat and body, 1'iinpU on
the Face;
Swelling of the. oim*< Nerv.msm-- < ^u-ntu
tional aud other Weaknesses in youth ami tin- m.irt aa
varced, at ail ages, ot
Kolli SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED.

have been prompt-

we

firm in the Western markets most

Already

SCALES!

S i EC IA L A1L M E N IS A NO S IT L A T J O N S.
Incident to Married and Single Ladies

In consequence of the great decline of Dry Ooods in New York

have marked down those in stock

on

The peeping frogs, with silver bell>,

M W M !: K

'» 'LL BE FORFEITED BY Die. 1,. i»i\
VjfcR:/ U V if
WilV/l/
failing to cure in less time than any
other physician, more effectually and permanently, with
!**hs restraint from occupation or less
exposure t.. ai;
weather, with sate
pleasant medicines.
SELF ABUSE
ND SOLITARY HABITS.
Their effects ami consequences ;

receiving large invoices
of goods by every steamer, and

IjlOU
credit, by
Railroads

I he speckled trout darts up the stream
beneath the rustic bridges.
While lloeks of pigeons glance and gleam
< >Yr the
beach and maple ridges,
I he golden robin thrills his note
Among the netted shadows.
The bob-o’-link, with mellow throat.
Make" musical the meadows.

Sii.i nt i

This well-known remedy doe* not di?
up a rough, and
l^iive the causfl behind, as is the case with most pr*-par
ations; but it loosens and cleanses the lui gs amt alls
irritation. tJiua removing the cause of the comid.uni
SKTli W. FOWLE A SON. Proprietors, boston.
s >!«i
by druggists and dealers in medicines generally

Simonton Bros. & Co.

we

CHOICE IOWA LANDS

1 lit* iv< 1-win god merle from bending
spray.
With graceful pinions poising,
I’oiirs out a liquid roundelay
I n jubilant rejoicing,
<<>ck-grouse drums on sounding log.
The fox forsakes the cover,
The woodcock pipes from fen and
bog,
1'i-om upland leas the plover.

for

AT

Steel

Watch tree, given
to every live man who will act as our
business light and honorable; pays $30 per
Address 11. Monroe Kennedy tJ- Co., Pittsburgh,Pa.

day.

MAY.

l.ippineotfs Magazine

RUSH!

Bend for dc*

AOE»T£.-$20
WAITED,
gratis
Agent,

N"v\ hear these tales, ye weary and worn,
\\ ho for others do give up your all ;
"in’ Saviour hath told you the seed that would
grow.
Into earth's dark bosom must fall—
Must pass from the view and die away.
And then will the fruit appear:
The grain that seems lost in the earth below
W ill return main fold in the ear.
by -loath comes )ifi*. by loss comes gain,
1 in joy for the tear, the peace for the
pain.

a

California.”—Harper's Magazine.
Bold only by subscription.

For circulars, address L'. S. Prp.MSiliNf;
Co., N. Y., Cincinnati and Chicago.

Have you heard this talc—the best of them all—
The tale of the Holy and True;
lb
but His life, in untold souls,
Lives on in the world anew,
Ih- seed prevails, and is filling the earth
As the star.- fill the skies above;
He taught us to yield up the love of life.
Kor the sake of the lilt* of love.
His death is our life, His loss is our gain,
The joy for the tear, tlie peace for the pain.

out

We believe that there are not fire men, European or
American, who are as thoroughly acquainted as Dr.
Spetr with the ( hinese in their own country; tee think
no other man so fully conversant with the Chinese in

aoentb WAXTEn.-"/.«(feo//Af
While House.”
Book
opposition.
engravings.
sales.
Rapid

Y<m have heard these tales; shall I tell you one,
\ i5reater and better than all?
Ha\u le-ard of Him whom the heavens adore,
before whom the hosts of them fall?
Mow lie left the choirs and anthems above.
Kor earth in its wailings and woes,
I >* -idler the shame and the pain of the cross.
And die for the life of His foes?
<» ITinee ot the noble! O .Sufferer divine!
W hat sorrow and sacrifice equal to Thine!

King

The in o m t interest in?, entertaining, able
anil thorough Book of the ilay. on an en8‘roiMing* and popular subject. 300 Parei.
J 40 full-pagre llI«i»tration«. By Bev. Hil*
i Han Bpeer* D. B.. Corresponding* NecreI (ary of the Presbyterian Board of EdneaI Hon. formerly I9li««ioiinry in China anil to
the Chinese in California.

ncriptive Circular and terms. Address
B. B. ICBANTOM A CO., Hartford, Conn.

Have you heard the tale they tell of the swan,
The >no\v white bird of the lake?
It noiselessly floats on the
silvery wave.
It silently sits in the brake;
Kor it saves it'- song till the end of life.
And then, in the sop, still even,
Mid the golden light of the setting sun,
It sings as it soars into heaven!
\nd the blessed notes fall back from the skies:
I
its only song, for in singing it dies.

In

8 RAND

WANTED
FOR

China and the
United States.

Have you farther heard of this Aloe plant.
That grows in the sunny clime,
How c\ery one of its thousand flowers,
As they drop in the blooming time,
I an infant plant that fastens its roots
In the place where it falls on the ground;
And last as they drop from the dying stem,
(blow lively and lovely around*
bv dying it liveth a thousand-fold
In the young that .springs from the death of the old.

I

Street.
.;mos3S

I

make

prices satisfactory.

WM. H. S\\ AN,
( UTTER SIBLEY.

A.

Bellast, May 1,

1800.

t!43

